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The Connecticut River, as the primary freshwater source of the Long Island Sound, enters 
near the estuary mouth. By applying a numerical simulation with dye pulses, continuous dye, and 
an age tracer, the river water pathways and the corresponding time scales are detected. The 
surface pathways are confirmed by drifter observations. Model results show that the river's 
special geographical position, river discharge, and wind stress cause seasonal variation of the 
river water pathways. Down-estuary freshwater transport exists all year long; however, up-
estuary transport has distinct seasonal patterns. During summer low discharge, 41% of the river 
water intrudes up-estuary with the bottom inflow along the deep channel. In winter, the 
intensified westerly winds force the river water to spread down-estuary; the up-estuary transport 
is nearly shut down. During spring high discharge, 28% of the river water moves up-estuary 
alongshore as a surface-intensified coastal buoyant current. Annually, 25% of the river water 
circulates up-estuary (with 1-yr retention rate of 20%); 21% stays in eastern Sound; and the 
remaining 54% directly leaves the Sound. The long-term average river water age in the Sound is 
238 days, increasing up-estuary from 194 to 289 days. 
Three scenarios of summer wind forcing with different spatial variations are tested. 
Though the Sound is tidal-mixing dominated, mild winds still alter the position and strength of 
the estuarine exchange flow, either by enhancing the cross-estuary winds or lateral straining. On 
the shelf, wind enhances cross-shelf river water distribution. The sensitivities of circulation, 
salinity, and numerical drifter tracks to different atmospheric forcing also are studied. The highly 
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spatial-varying wind forcing model has better performance in the simulation of surface drifter 
tracks. 
The Housatonic River, as the second largest freshwater source, enters from the northern 
shore of the central Sound. The seasonal river water pathways are described through water age 
distributions. In spring, river water moves up-estuary alongshore with coastal buoyant currents. 
In summer, the surface down-estuary flows in the western Sound block the up-estuary river 
water transport; the river water moves southward cross-estuary from the river mouth and then 
moves down estuary. In winter, the prevailing westerly winds drive the river water eastward 
down-estuary alongshore. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Long Island Sound (LIS, Figure 1.1) is a large mesotidal estuary on the northeast U.S. 
coast. It is east-west oriented, 160 km long, with 20 m average depth. Mattituck Sill and 
Stratford Shoal divide the estuary into eastern, central, and western sections. The central Sound 
is wider than 30 km. The Sound is near resonant to semi-diurnal lunar (M2) tides (Wong 1991), 
which causes the tidal currents exceed 1 m s₋1 in the eastern Sound. 
 
Figure 1.1 Bathymetry (colored) of Long Island Sound and adjacent waters. HU, HS, CT, and 
TH denote Hudson, Housatonic, Connecticut, and Thames River, respectively. S.S and M.S. 
denote Stratford Shoal and Mattituck Sill. BIS denotes Block Island Sound. 
More than 80 named rivers and small coastal watersheds contribute freshwater to the 
Sound along the northern shore (Deignan-Schmidt and Whitney 2018). In addition, some 
freshwater from Hudson River and New York City wastewater enter at the Sound's head through 
East River (Blumberg and Pritchard 1997). The Connecticut River is the largest freshwater 
source. It contributes 72% of the riverine water to the Sound (Koppelman et al. 1976), with 
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average discharge of 560 m3 s₋1, following by Housatonic River, with average discharge of 110 
m3 s₋1. Typical estuaries have their largest freshwater inputs from the estuary head (e.g. 
Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, Hudson River) and the river waters move down-estuary with 
the surface layer of the density-driven estuarine circulation (Geyer and MacCready 2014). In 
contrast, the Connecticut River enters near the estuary mouth and the Housatonic (the second 
largest source) enters at the central Sound. The LIS river positioning is a major distinction from 
typical estuaries that can allow river waters to move both up- and down-estuary, generate 
complex estuarine circulation, and alter the corresponding river water flushing times. 
 
Figure 1.2 Hyperspectral Imagery for Coastal Oceanography (HICO) true color image over the 
Long Island Sound on 8 March 2011. The Housatonic River plume is the brown plume in the 
central Sound. The Connecticut River plume is the brown plume near the lower right corner. 
Generally, tides, river discharge, winds, and topography impact the estuarine circulation 
and the riverine water distribution. Strong tidal currents directly reshape the Connecticut River 
plume. For instance, Figure 1.2 shows that even though the discharge is six times larger than the 
Housatonic, the Connecticut River plume is confined closer onshore, while the Housatonic 
plume spreads across the whole estuary. Both the Connecticut and Housatonic River have two 
high discharge periods annually (Whitney 2010): the spring peak discharge is caused by 
snowmelt; the secondary peak due to precipitation from frequent winter frontal systems. The 
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minimum river inputs occur in summer. The Connecticut River water residence time in LIS is 
largely controlled by the river discharge (Gay and O'Donnell 2009). Whitney et al. (2016) found 
that both spring-neap tides and river discharge influence the freshwater exchange in ELIS but at 
different time scales. Figure 1.3 shows that after Hurricane Irene the high discharged 
Connecticut River waters move in both up- and down-estuary direction. However, Garvine (1974) 
found that even under high discharge conditions the surface plume cannot extend farther into the 
central Sound. Gordon and Pilbeam (1979) proposed that the Connecticut water moves up-
estuary only from bottom after mixing with dense water in eastern Sound. Whitney et al. (2014) 
found that the Mattituck Sill also reduces the up-estuary transport of the Connecticut water. 
Furthermore, the summer low discharged Connecticut water only extends 4 km offshore 
(Garvine 1975). Yet recent studies (Codiga & Aurin, 2007; Whitney et al., 2016) indicate that 
the upper-layer fresher outflow in eastern LIS is centered to the south (on the opposite side from 
the Connecticut River mouth). The way that the Connecticut plume involves in the estuarine 
exchange flow needs to be further studied. 
Winds in LIS also have seasonal variations: strong northwesterly winds dominate from 
later fall until early spring, covering whole wintertime; in summer, mild winds blow down-
estuary. Though weaker than wintertime, more spatial variations develop in the summer wind 
fields. For example, sea breezes may develop along both coasts of LIS during summer afternoons 
(Sinsky, 2016). The wind impact on estuarine circulation and freshwater distribution in LIS 
varies with the wind stresses. In spring, the strong Connecticut plume is little influenced by 
winds (Garvine 1974). LIS is wide enough that wind impact can be important in both along- and 
cross-estuary directions. Wintertime strong down-estuary winds break stratification by enhancing 
vertical mixing, and estuarine exchange flows are more laterally aligned than vertically layered 
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in eastern LIS (Whitney and Codiga 2011). But the response of the river water transport to the 
winter winds still is unclear. In addition, the impacts of summer spatially-varying winds to the 
river water movement also need to be addressed. 
 
Figure 1.3 Landsat 5 satellite image on 02 September 2011, about 1 week after Hurricane Irene. 
The light brown colors denote the Connecticut River plume at the river mouth in eastern Long 
Island Sound. The blackish colors denote the Thames River plume. Reproduced from 
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/52059/sediment-spews-from-connecticut-river. 
The Housatonic River is a smaller version of Connecticut River in some ways: It enters 
from the central Sound not the estuary head; it is the second large freshwater source; it has 
complex topographic structures (Stratford Shoal) near the river mouth. Yet, they also have 
differences: the central Sound is wider than the eastern Sound; the tidal current is weaker in the 
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central Sound. A clear view on the Housatonic River water pathways will help develop a better 
understand the dynamics in LIS. 
Three main objectives are studied in the following two Chapters. Chapter 2 focuses on 
winds impacts on the summertime Connecticut River water pathways. The aims are: (1) Detect 
the summertime Connecticut River water pathways in LIS and its adjacent waters. (2) Find the 
influences of moderate winds on the river water distribution and estuarine circulation. (3) Test 
the sensitivity of river water transport to different spatially-varying wind forcing. Technically, 
Chapter 2 also attempts to build and test a reliable numerical model to simulate LIS 
hydrodynamics, which can be used for longer time studies in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 3 concentrates on the seasonal variations of the Connecticut River water 
pathways and water age. Especially, the up-estuary river water transport, and how it embeds in 
the estuarine exchange flows. The aims are: (1) Determine the seasonal patterns of the 
Connecticut River water pathways, and quantify the river water distribution in different regions 
of the Sound. (2) Analyze the spatial and temporal structures of time scales on river water 
movement. (3) Diagnose the dynamic mechanisms that drive each seasonal pattern. 
The intentions of Chapter 4 are to (1) sketch the seasonal pathways of Housatonic River 
water based on simulation, and (2) ascertain the dynamics behind the pathway shifts.  
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions to this study. 
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Chapter 2. Summertime Connecticut River Water Pathways and Wind Impacts 
This Chapter is published in Journal of Geophysical Research: Ocean, 124, 
doi.org/10.1029/2018JC014486. 
2.1 Introduction 
Riverine freshwater inflows, tides, and winds control estuarine circulation. Typically, 
riverine freshwater generates vertical and horizontal density gradients such that density increases 
with depth and towards the estuary mouth. The combination of this buoyancy and tidal mixing 
often leads to a two-layer gravitational flow with surface outflow of fresher water and bottom 
inflow of saline water (Geyer and MacCready 2014). In wider estuaries or with cross-estuary 
bathymetry variations, the outflow and inflow layers can be laterally (as well as vertically) offset 
from each other (e.g. Valle-Levinson et al. 2003; Whitney et al. 2016). Such exchange flow can 
adjust with spring-neap tidal variations (Ribeiro et al. 2004). 
The Connecticut River flows into the Long Island Sound (LIS, Figure 2.1), a large (160 
km length) and wide (30 km maximum width) mesotidal estuary on the northeast U.S. coast. The 
Sound is resonant to semi-diurnal lunar (M2) tide due to its length and bathymetry (20 m average 
depth) (Wong 1991). The Connecticut River enters near the Sound mouth where tidal currents 
are strong (~1 m s–1) and contributes approximately 72% of riverine inflow to the Sound 
(Koppelman et al. 1976). Having the primary river entering closer to the estuarine mouth than 
the head is a major departure from most other estuaries. The positioning of the riverine inflow 
may create a residual flow field with distinct differences from the classic two-layer gravitational 
estuarine flow pattern. 
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During summertime the Connecticut River discharge (Figure 2) is lower than average 
(550 m3 s–1, average of 2011-2015, including ungagged areas). Garvine (1975) observed that the 
summer river plume bulge is only 4 km offshore. Tidal motion exerts a strong influence on the 
plume nearfield salinity distribution. Yet recent studies (Codiga and Aurin 2007; Whitney et al. 
2016) with both observations and numerical methods indicate that the upper-layer fresher 
outflow through eastern LIS is centered to the south (on the opposite side from the Connecticut 
River mouth) and the lower-layer saline inflow is centered to the north. Links between the river 
plume and the estuarine exchange flow need to be further studied. 
Wind-driven circulation in large lakes and estuaries with homogenous density are well 
studied analytically (Csanady 1973; Winant 2004). The general flow pattern is downwind in 
shallow water and upwind in deep water. Winds also play important roles on modifying density 
structure. Strong winds, such as winter storms (e.g. Goodrich et al. 1987; Whitney and Codiga, 
2011) and hurricanes (Li et al. 2007), can decrease/break stratification by enhancing vertical 
mixing; while moderate winds increase stratification by straining along-estuary density gradient 
(Scully et al. 2005). 
LIS is wide enough that winds impact can be important in both along- and cross-estuary 
directions. Whitney and Codiga (2011) found that the strong along-estuary wind events cause 
more laterally aligned flows, especially during down-estuary wind events (winter dominant 
winds over LIS). In summer, winds are weaker, but can have significant spatial variations. 
Observations and model simulations found that summer sea breezes develop along the shorelines 
of LIS (Sinsky 2016). However, the role of moderate winds on freshwater distribution and 
estuarine exchange flow in LIS is still unclear. 
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Regional atmospheric models are well suited to force various real-time models in Mid-
Atlantic Bight (Wilkin and Hunter 2013). However, those 10-30 km resolution models may 
underestimate wind impacts on estuarine circulation (Scully 2010; Xie and Li 2018) and cause 
errors on predicting surface drifter trajectories (Cucco et al. 2016). Especially, when the modeled 
estuaries are at similar or smaller scales to the forcing resolution. Consequently, observed wind 
fields or higher resolution modeled winds are needed. Furthermore, two-way coupling may be 
advantageous for representing wind influence. 
There are three objectives of this study. First, detect the summertime Connecticut River 
water pathways in LIS and its ambient water. Second, describe influences of moderate winds on 
freshwater distribution and estuarine exchange flow. Third, characterize the sensitivity of river 
water pathways to the treatment of wind forcing (i.e., coupled high-resolution model vs. low-
resolution reanalysis product). The following sections describe methods, results, discussion, and 
conclusions. 
2.2 Methods 
a. Model configuration 
The Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) is applied to simulate conditions in LIS 
and the adjacent waters. ROMS is a free-surface, terrain-following (S-coordinates, Song & 
Haidvogel 1994), primitive-equation ocean circulation model solving the nonlinear momentum, 
mass, and tracer conservation equations under hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations 
(Haidvogel et al. 2000). Horizontal momentum advection is approximated with a third-order 
upstream biased and a fourth-order centered scheme for 3D and 2D (vertically-integrated) 
equations, respectively. A fourth-order centered scheme is applied for vertical advection. These 
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options represent the current default settings in ROMS. A 3rd high-order spatial interpolation at 
the middle temporal level (Wu and Zhu 2010) advection scheme is applied to tracer equations for 
this study. The generic length scale (GLS) method k-epsilon closure scheme is used for the 
parameterization of vertical turbulent viscosity and diffusivity. Quadratic bottom friction is 
prescribed with the bottom drag coefficient of 3×10-3 in most areas. The bottom drag coefficient 
is enlarged to 5 times in eastern LIS (ELIS) and the adjacent west half of Block Island Sound 
(BIS) for depths 20 to 85 m in order to obtain better water level simulation results compared to 
NOAA tidal station data in LIS (New London, New Haven, Bridgeport, CT, and Kings Point, 
NY) and better tidal current results compared to observed depth-averaged M2 tidal currents 
(Bennett et al. 2010). A similar drag coefficient increase is used in Whitney and Codiga (2011). 
The model domain includes the entire LIS and covers its surrounding shelf regions 
extending from Cape Cod to New Jersey (Figure 2.1). Both the x- and y-directions are 9.5º 
counterclockwise from the east and north, respectively. Note that the model domain and settings 
are not the same as used in Whitney et al. (2016), though they share many similarities. The 
horizontal resolution varies from 500 m to 2 km, with the finest resolution inside LIS. Vertically 
there are 30 sigma layers that are evenly distributed throughout the water column. The 
bathymetry data is from the NOAA National Centers for Environment Information (NCEI) 3 arc-
second U.S. Coastal Relief Model (CRM, http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coastal/crm.html). A 
low-pass filter with a 1-km radius is applied to the bathymetry data. Along the open boundaries, 
sea surface elevation and depth-averaged velocity have Chapman (1985) and Flather (1976) 
boundary conditions, respectively. These conditions are imposed with both subtidal ocean 
variables from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) and eight semidiurnal and 
diurnal harmonic tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1 & Q1) supplied from the OSU 
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TOPEX/Poseidon Global Inverse Solution TPXO (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002). Those eight linear 
tidal constituents represent 95.8% of the total astronomical tides during the modeling period. The 
Orlanski radiation boundary condition (Orlanski 1976) is applied to 3D velocity and all tracers. 
According to tests, modeled salinity with the original HYCOM forcing is saltier than a 4-year 
observational record from Martha's Vineyard Coastal Observatory 
(http://www.whoi.edu/mvco/ocean-data) near the model’s east boundary. The wintertime 
HYCOM temperature is warmer than the observations. Modifications are applied to HYCOM 
data to get better simulations matching with the observations: Salinity is reduced by 0.93 from 
year day 160 to 240; during other times, it is reduced by 0.6. The maximum salinity is fixed to 34. 
Temperature is not modified from year day 71 to 200, but is reduced by 2 °C during in the rest of 
the period. Velocity, temperature, and salinity are daily nudged to the modified HYCOM data at 
the open boundaries. 
Daily river discharge is supplied from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National 
Water Information System (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis) and is scaled up to include the 
ungauged area. There are four major rivers including the Connecticut, Housatonic, Thames, and 
Hudson Rivers, and 75 small rivers and non-river coastal watersheds. Two large wastewater 
treatment outfalls with steady discharges of 31 and 15 m3s-1 are added in East River, NY. 
Three types of surface forcing are tested: (1) The “Coupled case” couples ROMS with 
Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) to provide atmospheric forcing with a high 
degree of spatial variability. This process is done by applying the Coupled-Ocean-Atmosphere-
Wave-Sediment Transport Modeling System (COAWST, Warner et al., 2008, 2010). (2) “No-
Wind case” turns off the wind stress but keeps the surface heat fluxes and air pressure from WRF 
as in the Coupled case. (3) The “NARR case” uses the 32-km resolution North America Regional 
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Reanalysis (NARR, Mesinger et al. 2006) data to force the model with relatively low spatial 
variability.  
For the Coupled case, WRF contains three domains (Figure 2.1). A 9-km horizontal 
resolution large domain covers the northeast coast of U.S. Two nested domains are centered at 
LIS, with 3-km and 1-km horizontal resolutions, respectively. There are 30 vertical layers in 
WRF. Details of the WRF settings and modification to the NARR data near the coastal region 
are included in Lombardo et al. (2016). WRF directly supplies shortwave radiation, longwave 
radiation, latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, wind stress, and surface air pressure to ROMS. 
ROMS updates sea surface temperature to WRF. The data exchanging interval is 0.5 hours. The 
WRF model spins up for 24 hours before coupling with ROMS. 
For the NARR case, ROMS applies bulk formulae (Fairall et al. 2003) to compute surface 
fluxes of momentum, sensible, latent, and longwave heat. The surface winds, humidity, air 
temperature, surface pressure, net shortwave radiation, and downward long wave radiation are 
supplied from NARR. A 5-year (2011-2015) comparison of NARR surface air temperature to 
buoy data (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov) (Buoys are owned and maintained by University of 
Connecticut, Department of Marine Sciences, http://lisicos.uconn.edu) in LIS (Figure 2.1, 
marked as magenta triangles) indicates that NARR typically underestimates the wintertime air 
temperature (Appendix 1). The NARR air temperature is replaced by reconstructed data, which 
is based on the buoy observation. By filling gaps from nearby buoys, a group of 5-year time 
series of air temperature data is obtained. Then signal periods shorter than 20 days are filtered by 
using a fast Fourier transform, to obtain new reconstructed air temperature.  
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The three tests are initialized from a same long-term spin-up run which starts at 1 January 
2011 forced by the NARR data with other settings the same as described above. The spin-up run 
is stabilized after two years. All cases run for 19 days starting on 21 August 2013, during spring 
tides (Figure 2.2, top panel). The neap tides occur at the 16th M2 tidal cycle. The study period is 
characterized by low discharge from the Connecticut River. The averaged river discharge is 250 
m3 s–1 (Figure 2.2, second panel), which is half to the annual mean value. 
The passive tracer computational capabilities of ROMS are used to track the Connecticut 
River water. To accomplish this, a pulse of dye (a conservative passive tracer) is released at 12 
km upstream from the river mouth, where the salinity is 0 throughout the water column. The dye 
has a unit concentration and is released with a constant 10 m3 s–1 flux for one M2 tidal cycle. It 
takes about one day for the dye to reach the river mouth, by which time it has completely mixed 
through the Connecticut River freshwater. 
b. Surface drifters 
Six CODE/DAVIS type satellite-tracked surface drifters were deployed in the 
Connecticut River plume near the river mouth from R/V Lowell Weicker. Releasing started two 
hours before the daytime high tides, with about 1-hour interval, on 21 August 2013. The drifter 
floats at the top 1-m water and reports position every half hour. Three drifters reported useful 
positions longer than 17 days. The longest one lasted for 28 days. The low-cost hand-built 
drifters were designed by J. P. Manning at NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service 
(www.nefsc.noaa.gov/drifter/). 
In order to evaluate the drifter track’s sensitivity to various wind forcing, six 1-m isobaric 
numerical drifters are released in each of the three model runs at the same times and locations as 
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the field drifters. Furthermore, a cluster of 275 1-m deep isobaric numerical drifters is released 
from 11 grid cells at the river mouth to obtain statistical information on drifter tracks. They are 
released with half hour interval during the field operational tidal cycle.  
c. LIS survey data 
The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CT-DEEP) 
conducted a regular survey in LIS during 27-29 August 2013. Comparison of salinity and 
temperature along the Sound’s deep channel show, for all three cases, the root-mean-square-error 
(RMSE) of salinity and temperature is about 0.44 and 2.2 °C, respectively. Both RMSE are 
largely due to bias at this period. The model results are saltier and warmer than observations. 
However, the salinity and temperature gradient structures are well captured by the models. 
Deignan-Schmidt and Whitney (2018) reported, compared to CT-DEEP, RMSE of salinity and 
temperature are 0.89 and 2.28 °C, respectively, during summer 2013 with a model setup of 
similar to Whitney and Codiga (2011). 
2.3 Results 
a. Summertime winds over LIS 
There are conspicuous differences in the wind forcing among runs, therefore it is 
important to first compare model winds with observations in LIS. The time mean of spatial 
averaged wind speeds are 4.9, 4.3, and 3.9 m s–1 for the WRF, NARR, and buoy data, 
respectively. Overall, the winds during the modeling period are mild. The squared correlation 
coefficients for the spatial averaged WRF and NARR U-wind (along-estuary) with the buoy 
wind are 0.74 and 0.79, respectively; the corresponding values are 0.87 and 0.79 for the V-wind 
(cross-estuary). In general, both the WRF and NARR winds display similar synoptic weather 
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time scale variations to the buoy data, but also have obvious differences on individual wind 
events (Figure 2.2). 
b. Summertime hydrographic patterns in LIS and its ambient water 
The Connecticut River significantly impacts the salinity field in ELIS. Observations show 
that during high discharge the river front extends more than 10 km toward the Sound mouth at 
low slack water (Garvine 1974); while the low discharged river plume is only 4 km offshore 
(Garvine 1975). Time averaged results show (Figure 2.3) that the Connecticut River plume only 
spreads 2 km offshore at the surface and spreads farther westward than eastward. A salt tongue 
extends from the Sound mouth into central LIS (CLIS). Such intrusion is more pronounced at the 
bottom. It fills the isobaths bounding the deepest areas west of the Mattituck Sill. 
Correspondingly in LIS, the bottom flow moves up-estuary westward and the surface flow 
moves down-estuary. This aspect of the Sound’s circulation is consistent with the typical two-
layer estuarine exchange flow pattern. On the shelf, the fresher estuarine surface outflow 
propagates down the Long Island coast. 
c. Summertime Connecticut River water pathways 
The progression of the Connecticut River waters is revealed by tracking a simulated dye 
(or passive tracer) pulse originating from the river. The dye distribution progressions are 
examined using the tidal averaged water-column maximum dye concentrations (Figure 2.4, top 
row). For the Coupled case, after 11 tidal cycles, the higher concentration dye (hereafter named 
“dye core”) is mostly in ELIS, especially around the river mouth. The eastern edge of the dye has 
passed through BIS and reaches the shelf; while the western edge just slowly extends over the 
Mattituck Sill. At the 19th tidal cycle, three tidal cycles after the neap tide, the dye core moves 
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over the sill. After 36 tidal cycles, it has spread along the deep channel in CLIS and WLIS, with 
a branch attaching to the north shore. Such dye distribution pattern reveals the preferred up-
estuary pathways of the Connecticut River water. In BIS and on the shelf, though the 
concentration is much lower than that in the up-estuary areas, the dye spreads faster down- and 
cross-shelf. At the end, the dye core area is order magnitude smaller than the total dye spreading. 
The distribution of the Connecticut River water is further studied with the along-estuary 
section views of dye concentration and salinity (Figure 2.5, top row). At the 11th tidal cycle, the 
maximum dye concentration in the Coupled case is at the surface of S5 (the nearest section grid 
to the river mouth). Stratification occurs at 10-m shallower in the dye core region. The dye's 
western edge reaches the Mattituck Sill. While the 29-isohaline locates east of the sill. After the 
neap tides, at the 19th tidal cycle, the strongest stratification in ELIS is established, which 
extends deeper than 20 m. Meanwhile, both the dye core and the 29-isohaline has passed the sill 
along the bottom. At the end, the bottom intruding dye reaches the boundary between WLIS and 
CLIS. The arriving of the 29-isohaline enhances stratification in CLIS. At the down-estuary side, 
the dye is well diluted vertically. 
Analyzing time series of dye storage adds quantitative details on the dye spread (Figure 
6). For the Coupled case, before the neap tide (the 16th tidal cycle), the total dye storage in ELIS 
decreases slowly; but the dye stored 10-m below keeps increasing and exceeds 50%. Between 
the 20th and 25th tidal cycle, 28% of the dye quickly leaves ELIS. Among that nearly 20% moves 
into CLIS primarily through the lower layer. The dye storage in BIS also peaks during this 
period. The total storage peaks near 30% in CLIS and starts dropping after the dye entering 
WLIS. Finally, about 5% of the dye enters WLIS, mainly through the bottom. After 36th tidal 
cycles, the dye is about equally stored in ELIS, up-estuary in CLIS and WLIS, and down-estuary 
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in BIS and the shelf. The up-estuary transport is largely associated with the timing of the spring-
neap tides. 
In order to detect the Connecticut River water surface pathways, six satellite-tracked 
surface observational drifters were deployed inside the river plume near its mouth (Figure 2.7, 
upper left). All drifters reached the Sound mouth within three tidal cycles. One (black) was 
captured by a boat. The rest drifted into BIS through the southwest corner of Fishers Island after 
three days. Three tidal cycles later, one grounded at Fishers Island due to a south wind event. 
Three of the remaining four went southward across BIS in day 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Then 
they moved downshelf with the estuarine buoyant outflow. The rest one took three weeks first 
circling around Block Island clockwise then moved farther cross-shelf. 
In the Coupled case, six 1-m isobaric simulated drifters are released at the same times and 
locations as the field drifters to conduct one-on-one comparison (Figure 2.7, upper right). All six 
drifters reached the Sound mouth in three to four tidal cycles and entered BIS after 2.5 days. 
Later on, the simulated drifter tracks capture both the southern cross-Sound and the northern 
circle-island routes. Both the field and modeled drifter tracks reveal the surface down-estuary 
pathways of the Connecticut River water under summertime low discharge condition. 
d. Roles of winds 
1) Impacts on river water pathways 
Compared to the Coupled case, eliminating the wind stress alters the dye pulse 
distribution and the corresponding movement timing (Figure 2.4, middle row). After 11 tidal 
cycles, the No-Wind case dye travels slower in the down-estuary direction. However, eight tidal 
cycles later, its downshelf edge surpasses the Coupled one. At the end, the No-Wind case dye 
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spreads more downshelf and less cross-shelf. The cross-shelf dye transport over the 35-m isobath 
(where the buoyant plume attached to the bottom) is reduced to 22% compared to the Coupled 
case. In LIS, the dye core travels slower up-estuary but with higher concentration. That indicates 
the Coupled case has stronger bottom inflow. The along-estuary section views show (Figure 2.5, 
middle row) that the up-estuary intrusion enters near-bottom after the neap tides. In addition, 
without wind stress, less dye is mixed into the upper layer in CLIS. 
Before the neap tides, more No-Wind dye stays in ELIS and less moves into BIS 
compared to the Coupled case (Figure 2.6). Flushing time can be estimated as the time when dye 
concentrations fall below the concentration threshold (37%) associated with the e-folding time 
scale (Monsen et al 2002), even though the dye time series does not exhibit purely exponential 
decay. The flushing time of the dye in ELIS is 32 tidal cycles, which is 4.5 tidal cycles longer 
than the Coupled case. However, the main difference occurs during the up-estuary transport 
stage. Although in CLIS they both reach a final storage around 30%, the No-Wind case dye 
increases at a slower rate; while the Coupled one increases sharply before reaching a relative 
steady storage. Less No-Wind case dye moves into WLIS. Despite these notable differences, the 
squared correlation coefficients of the dye distribution between cases is 0.61. 
The one-on-one drifter track comparisons show (Figure 2.7, lower right) all the No-Wind 
drifters leave LIS. But their down-estuary tracks are more confined to the western BIS and later 
along the coast of Long Island. 
To obtain more statistically meaningful intercomparison from the drifter simulations, a 
large drifter cluster is released from the Connecticut River mouth. Counting the number of 
drifters passing certain grid highlights the preferable drifter pathways for each case (Figure 2.8). 
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Similar to the one-on-one comparison, all drifters in both the Coupled and No-Wind cases move 
down-estuary mainly past the southwest corner of the Fishers Island (through ‘the Race’). In BIS 
there is a southern route for drifter moving onto the shelf. Pathway differences are better 
displayed outside LIS. More Coupled case drifters circle around BIS and move farther cross-
shelf; while over a hundred of the No-Wind case drifters travel the same downshelf route. 
In general, mild westerly winds spread the river water farther offshore on the shelf at 
surface. In LIS, the presence of wind quickens the bottom up-estuary transport of the river water 
and also brings more bottom river water to the surface. 
2) Impacts on salinity and circulation 
The Coupled case standard deviation of salinity decreases from LIS to the shelf and 
decreases from surface to bottom (Table 2.1). The No-Wind case has similar patterns, with 
slightly higher surface values. The standard deviation of velocities show that the Coupled case 
has more variations in x-direction than the No-Wind case both in LIS and on the shelf. The 
percentage of RMSE relative to the standard deviation of the Coupled case (Table 2.2) shows 
that shutting down the wind causes a similar level of velocity alteration both in LIS and on the 
shelf. However, salinity is more impacted on the shelf. Especially at the surface, where the 
modification is nearly four times to that in LIS. Generally, winds have higher impacts on the 
shelf salinity than in LIS. 
Overall, comparisons of the dye pulse and salinity distributions between the Coupled and 
No-Wind cases indicate that the summer wind forcing appreciably influence estuarine and 
particularly shelf dynamic structures, even though winds are mild. 
e. Influence of wind resolution 
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1) Winds comparison 
In LIS, both the WRF and NARR winds show similar level of temporal variations 
compared to the buoy data (Table 2.3). However, the WRF winds’ spatial variation, like the buoy 
winds, is one order of magnitude higher than the NARR winds. In addition, multiregional 
statistics show that the V-component (cross-estuary) of WRF winds has more spatial variation 
than its U-component (along-estuary), especially in LIS (Table 2.1). 
2) Impacts on river water pathways 
Dye pulse distribution differences between the NARR and Coupled cases show up after 
the neap tides (19th tidal cycle, Figure 2.4 & 2.5 bottom rows). The up-estuary leading edge in 
the NARR case moves faster than the Coupled one. It is almost half way through CLIS. And its 
dye core has higher concentration. On the shelf, the dyed area in the NARR case is larger and 
spreads farther offshore than the Coupled case. At the end of the analysis period, more NARR 
case dye moves into WLIS through the deep channel (Figure 2.5, between S2 & S3). By this time, 
the dye pattern on the shelf is differed from the Coupled one, which travels farther downshelf. 
The squared correlation coefficients of the dye distribution between cases is 0.81. 
Compared to the Coupled case, the NARR case up-estuary dye transport starts right 
around the neap tide, occurring three tidal cycles earlier (Figure 2.6). Eventually, 4% more dye is 
transported into CLIS. However, the overall patterns of the dye transport are similar between the 
two cases. Both enters WLIS around the 27th tidal cycle, which is five tidal cycles earlier than the 
No-Wind one. 
The NARR drifters from both the one-on-one comparison (Figure 2.7, lower left) and the 
drifter cluster (Figure 2.8, right) display more similarities on the downshelf tracks to the 
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observations. But the one-on-one comparison does not capture the northern circle-island route. 
Compared to the Coupled case, the NARR drifter cluster is less dispersed on the shelf, especially 
during the downshelf transport. 
3) Impacts on salinity and circulation 
For the standard deviation comparison, the NARR case has identical values to the 
Coupled one, except a higher surface salinity and lower U velocities on the shelf (Table 2.1). The 
percentages of RMSE relative to the standard deviation of the Coupled case (Table 2.2) show 
that the velocity variations are in similar level in LIS and on the shelf, but surface salinity is 
more sensitive to wind variation on the shelf. 
f. Momentum diagnostics of the estuarine exchange flow in CLIS 
The dye pulse movement differences in CLIS indicate that the early stage of bottom 
intrusion (20th ~25th tidal cycle) is a key period to study differences in the exchange flow 
between cases. Along sect-C (Figure 2.9, left column), the bottom inflow and surface outflow are 
bounded by the pycnocline for all cases. The isohalines tilt up northward but with noticeable 
differences between cases. The Coupled case has the strongest exchange flow, ranging from -
0.14 to 0.17 ms-1; the NARR case is slightly weaker, but with a strong cross-estuary salinity 
gradient in the middle depth; while the No-Wind case is the weakest and is nearly half to the 
Coupled case.  
Tidal-averaged momentum analysis is used to further describe the conspicuous 
differences among cases that are evident in the estuarine exchange flow and salinity structure at 
section-C (Figure 2.9, left column). The cross-estuary component of the total pressure gradient 
term (Figure 2.9, center column) and along-estuary flow share similar patterns (particularly for 
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the NARR and No-Wind cases), suggesting a geostrophic connection. The corresponding 
baroclinic term (Figure 2.9, right column) is chiefly related to the cross-estuary salinity gradient. 
Momentum balances that are averaged over section-C analyzed (Figure 2.10) where the 
sign convention has all the terms on the right-hand side (consistent with ROMS diagnostics) 
balancing the time averaged local acceleration (that is negligible at this time). Due to the 
eastward narrowing of the Sound, the along-estuary horizontal advection is a big term in all cases, 
suggesting tides always play important roles with or without wind. 
For the No-Wind case, horizontal advection and Coriolis acceleration are balanced by 
pressure gradient force (PGF) and bottom stress. Note, this balance departs from the classic 
estuarine balance between pressure gradients and friction. The barotropic and baroclinic PGFs 
oppose each other with stronger along-estuary components. 
Both the Coupled and NARR case have larger cross-estuary wind stress than the along-
estuary stress (Table 2.4). The presence of wind stress greatly alters the momentum balances 
from the No-Wind case. Mainly, the barotropic, baroclinic PGFs and the Coriolis acceleration 
adjust accordingly. For the Coupled case, PGF is against the strong southwest wind stress. 
Compared to the No-Wind case, the along-estuary barotropic PGF is four times smaller; and the 
cross-estuary barotropic PGF switches direction. The latter pattern is similar to the typical wind-
driven momentum balance (Csanady 1973). Which implies that the strengthened exchange flow 
may be wind-driven. In addition, strong wind mixing largely weakens the baroclinic PGF 
compared to the No-Wind case. With the impacts of the mild NARR winds, both the barotropic 
and baroclinic PGF turns from more along-estuary in the No-Wind case to more cross-estuary. 
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A common feature in all cases is that the Coriolis acceleration partially opposes the PGF, 
especially for the NARR and No-Wind cases. This suggests a quasi-geostrophic balance. Garvine 
(1995) introduces the Kelvin number, the ratio of the buoyant structure width to the baroclinic 
Rossby radius, to classify coastal buoyant flows. Here, the modeled exchange flow width is 
about 20 km and the baroclinic Rossby radius (c/f, c is internal wave phase speed, and f is 
Coriolis parameter) is about 5 km, the corresponding Kelvin number is 4. A Kelvin number 
greatly larger than 1 has quasi-geostrophic property in the cross-estuary direction. That matches 
the modeled momentum diagnostics. Both the windy cases have stronger quasi-geostrophic 
balance in the cross-estuary direction than the No-Wind case. Which implies that they may have 
stronger along-estuary exchange flow. 
Overall the diagnostics indicate two ways to intensify the exchange flow. One is via 
direct wind-driven circulation. The other is more indirect: winds enhance the cross-estuary 
density gradient, which then enlarges the corresponding quasi-geostrophic component of the 
exchange flow. 
2.4 Discussion 
a. Summertime estuarine circulation 
 Early drifter track studies (Gross and Bumpus 1972; Paskausky and Murphy 1976; 
Paskausky 1977) indicate that a two-layer density-driven exchange flow exists in ELIS. Vieira 
(2000), based on combined observations, pointed out a bottom inflow that moves through ELIS 
into CLIS. Current observation along an ELIS ferry transect (Codiga and Aurin 2007) indicate 
that a near-surface outflow skewed to the southern side and an inflow offset deeper and to the 
north side. Prior model results also show these features (e.g. Whitney and Codiga 2011; Whitney 
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et al. 2016). This study shows that the laterally offset surface-intensified outflow and bottom-
intensified inflow exchange pattern not only exists in ELIS but also extends to the whole LIS. 
b. Summertime Connecticut River water pathways and spring-neap control 
Entering near the estuary mouth, the Connecticut River water pathways interacts with the 
two-layer exchange flow. A surface branch goes down-estuary with the outflow, then travels 
down-shelf as a buoyant coastal current; and a bottom branch goes up-estuary with the saltier 
estuarine inflow. During the 19-day analysis period, about equally a third of dye pulse leaves 
ELIS in both directions. The surface outflow branch is highly diluted, while the bottom inflow 
branch travels as a slowly diluting core. 
Mattituck Sill plays an important role on the dye pulse and river water distribution in 
ELIS and CLIS. First, strong tidal currents over the rough bottom mix the pulse to deep layer 
(Gordon & Pilbeam 1975). Second, the topographic tidal residual circulation around the sill 
brings the pulse southward cross-estuary (Whitney et al. 2014).  
The model results disclose that the up-estuary bottom intrusion is the key mechanism 
transporting the river water westward in summer. The inflow has lateral variations strengthened 
to the north, and has temporal variations controlled by the spring-neap tidal cycle. Previous 
surveys support these findings. Based on yearlong bottom current meter records, Gordon and 
Pilbeam (1975) reported bottom saline inflows enter CLIS through the north end of the Mattituck 
Sill, then flow west-southwestward along isobaths. They proposed the bottom inflow is the only 
way for Connecticut River water enters CLIS all year long. Here, the dye pulse pathways support 
the conclusion, at least for summertime. 
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Unlike the continuous down-estuary dye transport, the strong spring-neap control over 
the sill sends the dye up-estuary as pulse. With section observations, Valle-Levinson and Wilson 
(1994) found bottom dense water intrusion over the sill before neap tide and retreated seaward 
after spring tide during August 1987. Observations during summer 1990 on CT-DEEP station I2, 
which is on the dye pulse pathway in CLIS, show bottom water density experiences spring-neap 
oscillation. Such spring-neap patterns are also discerned in WLIS (O’Donnell et al. 2008) and 
BIS (Liu et al. 2017). In contrast, without lateral density gradient and run only for five tidal 
cycles, Signell et al. (2000) simulated fairly uniform bottom inflow in CLIS besides the axial 
depression. 
c. Wind impacts on estuary circulation and river water distribution 
Summer winds over LIS are moderate (on average <5 m s–1). In order to find out how 
important the role of winds is, three scenarios of wind forcing were tested. Both the Coupled and 
NARR case winds are slightly stronger than the buoy observations. The Coupled winds are the 
most energetic. All three cases exhibit both the up- and down-estuary river water pathways and 
have a high degree of similarity. Nevertheless, different wind choices bring noticeable variations. 
For instances, the dye pulse distribution pattern on the shelf, the dye movement timing and 
strength in CLIS. The No-Wind case clearly illustrates that moderate winds are still a necessary 
influence on the river water pathways and estuarine exchange flow. 
 Winds have two ways to influence the estuarine circulation: directly through wind-driven 
circulation and indirectly by altering density structures. The wind-driven circulation is first 
evaluated. The steady-state, non-rotational, linear barotropic wind-driven circulation along a 
rectangular channel cross section gives an estimate of the along-estuary velocity 𝑢𝑤~𝜏𝑥𝐻/4𝜌𝐾 
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(Chen and Sanford 2009; Whitney and Codiga 2011), where 𝜏𝑥 is the along-estuary wind stress 
(Table 2.4), H is 28 m of water depth, 𝜌 is the sea water density, K is the eddy viscosity. For the 
Coupled and NARR case, the modeled K are 0.006 m2 s–1 and 0.004 m2 s–1, respectively. The 
corresponding 𝑢𝑤 are both 0.035 m s
–1. 
Yet LIS is wide enough to consider the Coriolis impacts. Based on Winant (2004), a 
rotational solution estimation is 𝑢𝑤~(𝑎𝜏𝑥 − 𝑏τy)𝐻/𝜌𝐾, where 𝜏𝑦is the cross-estuary wind stress, 
a and b are coefficients controlled by f and K (Appendix 2). The rotational solution introduces 
the impact from the cross-estuary winds. It also contains the non-rotational solution. For the 
Coupled case, 𝑢𝑤 is 0.054 m s
–1; for the NARR case, 𝑢𝑤 is 0.043 m s
–1. The results indicate that 
the northward cross-estuary wind enhances the surface down-estuary flow. However, the 
increases of exchange flow for the windy cases relative to the No-Wind case are greater than 
0.08 m s–1. This implies that pure barotropic wind-driven circulation is only part of the 
mechanism for the exchange flow enhancement. Thus, the winds also indirectly affect the 
exchange flow in CLIS. 
The Wedderburn number evaluates the ratio of wind stress to the aligned baroclinic 
pressure gradient (Monismith 1986; Chen and Sanford 2009): 
 𝑊 =
𝜏𝑥𝐿
Δ𝜌𝑔𝐻2
            (2.1) 
where, L is the estuary length scale, Δ𝜌 is the horizontal density difference, and g is the 
gravitational acceleration. W is applied in the estuary’s axial direction with along-estuary wind 
and density gradient, but it also can be applied in the lateral direction with cross-estuary wind 
and density gradient. Both the along- and cross-estuary W (Table 2.4) in CLIS during the early 
bottom intrusion period (20~25th tidal cycle) are estimated. For the Coupled case, the cross-
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estuary W is 0.46, which is larger than the along-estuary W (0.33). It suggests the cross-estuary 
winds play more important roles than the along-estuary component at this time. While for the 
NARR case, the corresponding W numbers are 0.15 and 0.07. Both are smaller, and the down-
estuary wind is relatively more important. 
Scully et al. (2005) demonstrate that the mild down-estuary winds can increase vertical 
stratification and intensify the tidal averaged exchange flow. In their study wind straining is 
more important than wind mixing. Wilson et al. (2015) found that the summertime W in WLIS 
ranges from 0.75 to 2.5. Due to freshwater input from the East River, the longitudinal density 
gradient is five times the lateral one. They suggested that wind straining play more roles on 
density modification than mixing in WLIS. While the W values in this study are lower than theirs. 
However, the model results do not suggest much longitudinal straining caused by the down-
estuary fresher water delivery in CLIS. 
Actually, the straining is more lateral. Though the down-estuary winds in NARR case are 
mild (< 5 m s–1), the wind mixing steepens the isopycnals at the northern upper layer of the 
section. This generates stronger lateral straining compared to the No-Wind case, and further 
intensifies the quasi-geostrophic exchange flow. Similar processes have been observed and 
simulated in the Chesapeake Bay (Guo and Valle-Levinson 2008; Li and Li 2011; Xie and Li 
2018).  
Winds in the Coupled case are somewhat more energetic than the NARR one, with 
stronger northward winds. Greater wind mixing reduces the lateral straining. But the northward 
winds tilt the sea level upward from the middle section northward, which generates barotropic 
up-estuary components and thereby strengthens the total inflow. Few studies focus on the cross-
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estuary winds effects. Guo and Valle-Levinson (2008) examined the impacts of wind direction 
variation on exchange flow in the Chesapeake Bay. Their model results show that the cross-
estuary winds build up lateral sea level gradient and modify the exchange flow strength. 
It also worthwhile to derive a new dimensionless number that rates the relative 
importance of the barotropic wind effects in wide estuaries, with large Kelvin numbers. The axial 
Wedderburn number can be viewed as the ratio of along-estuary flows driven by along-estuary 
winds and along-estuary density gradients. Because both terms appear in the same momentum 
equation, it is sufficient to compare the along-estuary wind stress and baroclinic terms in W. The 
quasi-geostrophic dynamics likely in the cross-estuary direction of a wide estuary provide a 
scaling for the along-estuary flow in terms of the cross-estuary density gradient: 𝑔𝐻∆𝜌/𝜌𝐿𝑓, 
where Δρ and L are the cross-estuary scales. The new dimensionless number (Wgeo) is the ratio of 
the rotational uw expression (given above) to the geostrophic scaling: 
 𝑊𝑔𝑒𝑜 =
(𝑎𝜏𝑥−𝑏τy)𝐿𝑓
gKΔ𝜌
           (2.2) 
This number compares the along-estuary flows generated by the barotropic response to 
the wind stress and the geostrophic response to the cross-estuary density gradient. Wgeo is 1 for 
the Coupled case, suggesting the barotropic response to winds is significant, as strong as the 
density-driven flow. It is worth to note that both the density-driven and wind-driven flows are 
parts of the along-estuary exchange flow; horizontal advection also has influence. Wgeo for the 
NARR case is 0.26, indicating weaker barotropic wind influence for this case. This 
dimensionless number is applicable to other wide estuaries. 
Overall, the stronger Coupled winds have a greater role on directly enhancing the 
exchange flow, and the cross-estuary wind has more contribution on that. While the NARR 
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winds have impacts on the exchange flow more indirectly through modification of the density 
field. 
d. Wind resolution to surface drifter track simulation 
Intercomparison of model cases indicate wind is a necessary forcing to simulate 
reasonable drifter tracks. Further move, surface drifter tracks (and other surface particle paths) 
are among the hydrodynamic features the most sensitive to winds, with large differences 
resulting from even mild winds. Higher resolution wind forcing, such as the Coupled WRF 
winds, can better represent the drifter distribution. Nevertheless, there are mismatches still to be 
improved. Similar comparisons in a tidal inlet (Spydell et al. 2015) show lower simulated drifter 
speeds and differences on distribution directions to observations. Besides wind impacts, many 
other factors (e.g. model resolution, bathymetry) can influence the results. A robust comparison 
of observed and modeled drifter paths would require many more field releases. 
e. Is coupling necessary? 
Though WRF winds help on drifter simulations and result in some differences (relative to 
the NARR forcing) in the estuary and on the shelf, the coupling is computationally expensive. 
For this study computation time is ten times longer with coupling. On the other hand, both the 
Coupled and NARR cases offer similar strength of estuarine exchange flow and dye pulse 
transport in CLIS. That suggests the NARR forcing is sufficient for long-term spin-up and 
studying seasonal scale processes. While coupling with WRF offers benefits for shorter term 
simulations focusing on smaller scale features. Both methods perform reasonably well during the 
summertime LIS conditions. Thus, coupling with an atmospheric model has benefits, but is not 
absolutely necessary to represent many of the main features of this large estuary-shelf system. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
Summertime low discharge Connecticut River water pathways are detected by running 
simulations with a passive dye pulse and surface drifters. Entering at the northern coast near the 
Sound mouth, the special geological position of the river mouth causes its water to have two 
main pathways. Both interact with the two-layer estuarine circulation. By the end of the 19-day 
analysis period, the near-bottom up-estuary pathway slowly moves a third of the river water 
westward with the denser estuarine inflow. This pathway is controlled by the spring-neap tides 
over the Mattituck Sill. The surface down-estuary pathway quickly transports a third of the river 
water onto the shelf. This pathway is confirmed by both satellite-tracked and numerical surface 
drifters. The remaining third is still in ELIS at the end of the analysis period. 
Three scenarios of wind forcing are tested: The Coupled case with high spatially varied 
WRF winds, the No-Wind case with no wind stress, and the NARR case with relatively spatial 
uniform winds. Comparisons with the No-Wind case show that the wind is a necessary 
ingredient. Without wind forcing, the dye flushing time in ELIS is delayed by 4.5 tidal cycles; in 
CLIS the strength of the exchange flow is reduced and the timing of the river water up-estuary 
transport is delayed. On the shelf, shutting down the wind significantly reduces the cross-shelf 
transport of the Connecticut River water by about 78%. However, the Wedderburn number and a 
new analogous dimensionless number (Wgeo) appropriate for wide estuaries with a quasi-
geostrophic cross-estuary balance suggest the mild summer winds impacts are secondary in LIS. 
The mild down-estuary NARR winds cause lateral straining, which alters the position and 
enhances the strength of the exchange flow in CLIS. Although the slightly energetic WRF winds 
weaken the lateral straining, the additional northern cross-estuary winds strengthen the exchange 
flow. Despite the corresponding Wgeo suggests wind-driven flow has similar strength to the 
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density-driven one, the horizontal advection also has strong impacts. Both the lateral straining 
and cross-estuary winds-driven exchange flow enhancement mechanisms can be applied to other 
wide estuaries. 
The Coupled and NARR cases display similar level of performance on simulating 
estuarine exchange flow and the river water dye transport in LIS. But the model is more sensitive 
to different wind forcing on the shelf where the tidal impacts decrease. Although it is 
computationally expensive, the results suggest a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean model, instead 
of low resolution NARR forcing, offers better spatial variations on modeling drifter tracks and 
some differences in freshwater patterns in the estuary and shelf. Thus, coupling in this case 
provides advantages, but it does not fundamentally change the main features of the model 
solution. 
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Table list 
Table 2.1 Standard Deviation of Wind Stress, Surface (denoted by s) and Bottom (denoted by b) 
Salinity (S) and Tidal Averaged Velocity (U and V) Over the Modeling Period in Different 
Regions for the Coupled, No-Wind and NARR Cases. 
Regions U-wind 
stress (Pa) 
V-wind 
stress (Pa) 
Ss Sb Us  
(ms–1) 
Vs 
(ms–1) 
Ub 
(ms–1) 
Vb 
(ms–1) 
Coupled LIS 0.06 0.08 1.13 1.02 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.03 
CoupledShelf 0.05 0.07 0.31 0.28 0.18 0.12 0.04 0.04 
No-Wind LIS 0 0 1.19 1.02 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.03 
No-Wind Shelf 0 0 0.38 0.28 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.04 
NARR LIS 0.03 0.03 1.13 1.02 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.03 
NARR Shelf 0.03 0.02 0.34 0.28 0.15 0.12 0.03 0.04 
 
Table 2.2 Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) and Its Percentage Relative to the Standard 
Deviation of the Coupled Case (in parentheses) of Wind Stresses, Surface (denoted by s) and 
Bottom (denoted by b) Salinity (S) and Velocity (U and V) Over the Modeling Period in 
Different Regions for the No-Wind and NARR Cases. 
Regions U-wind 
stress (Pa) 
V-wind 
stress (Pa) 
Ss Sb Us  
(ms–1) 
Vs  
(ms–1) 
Ub  
(ms–1) 
Vb 
(ms–1) 
LIS      
No-Wind 
0.06 
(100%) 
0.08 
(100%) 
0.30 
(27%) 
0.19 
(19%) 
0.08 
(89%) 
0.07 
(100%) 
0.03 
(75%) 
0.02 
(67%) 
Shelf    
No-Wind 
0.05 
(100%) 
0.07 
(100%) 
0.29 
(94%) 
0.16 
(57%) 
0.19 
(105%) 
0.10 
(83%) 
0.03 
(75%) 
0.03 
(75%) 
LIS 
NARR 
0.04 
(67%) 
0.07 
(88%) 
0.21 
(19%) 
0.16 
(16%) 
0.05 
(56%) 
0.05 
(71%) 
0.02 
(50%) 
0.01 
(33%) 
Shelf 
NARR 
0.03 
(60%) 
0.05 
(72%) 
0.18 
(58%) 
0.07 
(25%) 
0.10 
(56%) 
0.08 
(67%) 
0.02 
(50%) 
0.02 
(50%) 
 
Table 2.3 Standard Deviation of U and V Winds from the Coupled (WRF) and NARR Cases and 
Buoy Observations in LIS. 
Wind 
Source 
Temporal mean spatial 
variation  U-wind (m s–1) 
Spatial mean  temporal variation 
U-wind (m s–1) 
Temporal mean spatial 
variation  V-wind (m s–1) 
Spatial mean temporal variation 
V-wind (m s–1) 
WRF 1.0 3.1 1.3 4.4 
NARR 0.2 3.3 0.1 2.8 
Buoy 1.3 2.9 1.2 3.4 
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Table 2.4 Along- and Cross-Estuary Wind Stresses (τ), Density Difference (Δρ), Length Scale 
(L), and Wedderburn Number (W) for the Coupled and NARR Cases. 
 
Cases 
Along-estuary Cross-estuary 
𝜏𝑥 (Pa) Δ𝜌 (kg m
–3)  L (km) W 𝜏𝑦 (Pa) Δ𝜌 (kg m
–3) L (km) W 
Coupled 0.03 0.6 40 0.26 0.07 0.2 10 0.46 
NARR 0.02 0.7 40 0.15 0.03 0.6 10 0.07 
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Figure list 
 
Figure 2.1 Bathymetry of Long Island Sound (LIS) region (colored). Gray contour is the 26-m 
isobath showing the location of Mattituck Sill (M.S.). Magenta line is along-estuary section. 
Black lines are cross-estuary sections. Sect-W and sect-C separate LIS into western (WLIS), 
central (CLIS), and eastern (ELIS) parts. HU, HS, CT, and TH denote Hudson, Housatonic, 
Connecticut, and Thames River, respectively. Magenta circle demotes Fishers Island. Magenta 
cross marks the New London tidal station, which data are used in Figure 2.2. Magenta triangles 
denote locations of four buoys in LIS. The inset (upper left plot) shows the three-layer 
atmospheric model domain (white boxes) and oceanic model domain (green box) in the Coupled 
case. 
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Figure 2.2 From top to bottom, time series of water level from the Coupled case and the NOAA 
New London station (Figure 2.1, magenta cross), Connecticut River daily discharge, with the 
river dye pulse release period marked (blue bar), and U- and V-wind components from the 
Coupled and NARR cases and buoys in LIS. 
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Figure 2.3 Coupled case salinity (colored) and velocity (black arrows) at surface (top) and 
bottom (bottom). Results are averaged over the modeling period. Grey contour is the 26-m 
isobath. 
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Figure 2.4 M2 tidal averaged plan view of water-column maximum dye concentration after 11, 
19 and 36 tidal cycles for the Coupled, No-Wind, and NARR cases. Grey contour is the 26-m 
isobath. 
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Figure 2.5 M2 tidal averaged along-estuary section (Figure 2.1, thick red lines) view of dye 
concentration (colored) and salinity (black contours, 0.5 intervals) after 11, 19 and 36 tidal cycle. 
Mattituck Sill locates between station S4 and S5. 
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Figure 2.6 Time series of tidal averaged dye percentage in different regions (solid lines for the 
total depth; dashed lines for 10-m below). 
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Figure 2.7 Observed surface drifter tracks and the corresponding model results for the Coupled, 
NARR, and No-Wind cases. Dashed green and blue lines denote missing observational signals 
on shelf. 
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Figure 2.8 Numbers (in log2 scale) of occurrences that drifters pass through a model grid cell. 
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Figure 2.9 Cross-estuary section (Figure 2.1, sect-C) view of along-estuary velocity u (colored, 
positive down-estuary) and salinity (black contours, left column), total and baroclinic pressure 
gradient terms in the cross-estuary direction (colored, right two columns), averaged over the 20th 
~ 25th M2 tidal cycle. 
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Figure 2.10 Section-averaged momentum terms averaged over the 20-25 tidal cycles for the 
Coupled, NARR, and No-Wind cases: hadv is horizontal advection, prs is the total PGF, bclc is 
the baroclinic PGF, btp is the barotropic PGF, sstr is surface stress, bstr is bottom stress, and cor 
is the Coriolis acceleration. Local acceleration is not shown since it is small. The u- and v-
momentum axes are aligned with the along- and cross-estuary directions. 
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Chapter 3. Seasonal Variation of the Connecticut River Water Pathways and Water Age 
3.1 Introduction 
Typical large estuaries have the primary river input at the head with other possible small 
river inputs site down estuary. The corresponding density-driven circulations has surface light 
outflow (with river water) from the head of estuary and bottom dense inflow from the offshore 
waters (Geyer and MacCready 2014). Such estuarine exchange flows are relatively well-studied. 
When multiple major river inputs are distributed along the estuary, the freshwater fields become 
complex. For instance, river contributions to total freshwater content in Puget Sound (with 14 
major rivers) are highly nonlocal with strong seasonality (Banas et al. 2015). Long Island Sound 
(LIS) falls into same category. The Connecticut River, its largest freshwater source, enters near 
the estuary mouth. Intermediate-sized rivers and smaller coastal rivers are distributed along the 
estuary. These rivers contribute in different ways to the freshwater distributions in LIS (Deignan-
Schmidt and Whitney 2018). The atypical river distributions of LIS may cause different and 
complex circulation patterns compared to classic estuarine exchange flows. 
The main goal of this study is determining the seasonal patterns of the Connecticut River 
water pathways in LIS and on the continental shelf. A numerical modeling approach 
supplemented by observations is pursued. How Connecticut River waters interact with estuarine 
circulation and how its freshwaters are transported up-estuary through the central and western 
LIS (CLIS and WLIS) are of particular interest. CLIS and WLIS experience summer hypoxia 
and the delivery of nutrients by the Connecticut River is thought to contribute to this severe 
water quality issue (Latimer et al. 2014). Analyzing the spatial and temporal patterns of the time 
scales on river water circulation provides new understanding of LIS hydrodynamics and will 
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guide studies on LIS biogeochemistry, pollution mixing and transport, and ecosystem dynamics. 
Time scales associated with freshwater delivery and flushing are constrained with river water 
conservative tracers and age tracers. 
The following section provides background on the LIS. The methods section includes 
model configuration, simulation performance, and deployment of satellite-tracked surface 
drifters. Subsequently, the results section reveals the Connecticut River water pathways with 
seasonal dye pulses, and quantifies the distributions of both the river dye pulses and the river 
water age. Then, the driving mechanisms of the seasonal pathway variation and river water 
storages are discussed. Major findings are summarized in the conclusions. 
3.2 Study Area 
The east-west oriented LIS, a large mesotidal estuary, is located on the U.S. northeast 
coast, which is 160 km long, up to 30 km wide, with 20-m average depth. The Sound is resonant 
to semi-diurnal lunar (M2) tides. Tidal currents exceed 1 m s
₋1 in eastern LIS (ELIS). The 
Connecticut River enters at the north shore near the Sound mouth (Figure 3.1) and contributes 72% 
of the riverine water to LIS (Koppelman et al. 1976).  
Connecticut River, with 560 m3 s₋1 average discharge, is the largest river in New England. 
Its discharge has strong seasonality (Whitney 2010; Figure 3.2, first panel): spring peak 
discharges due to snowmelt can exceed 4000 m3 s₋1; summer discharges can dip below 100 m3 s₋1; 
the secondary winter peaks coincide with strong northwesterly winds. Housatonic River, the 
second freshwater source, enters at the north shore of CLIS. The slightly smaller Thames River 
enters close to the Sound mouth. Approximately 83 coastal watersheds contribute freshwater via 
smaller rivers or directly to LIS (Deignan-Schmidt and Whitney 2018). In addition, the Sound's 
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head connects to Now York Bight through East River tidal strait. This tidal strait allows 
freshwater from the Hudson and New York City wastewater to enter LIS (Blumberg and 
Pritchard 1997). 
Previous studies show tides, river discharge, and winds are the three principal factors 
controlling the Connecticut River water distribution. Tidal currents modulate the river plume 
position significantly, even under high discharge condition (Garvine 1974): the plume extends to 
the Sound mouth during ebb tides; propagates westward alongshore during flood tides, but the 
plume noses cannot extend farther to the Mattituck Sill. Thus, Gordon and Pilbeam (1979) 
suggested that the river water enters CLIS only through bottom. The Mattituck Sill also deflects 
more river water to the Sounds mouth (Whitney et al. 2014). Whitney et al. (2016) found that 
both spring-neap tides and river discharge influence the freshwater exchange in ELIS but at 
different time scales. A recent 19-day model study (Jia and Whitney 2019) revealed short-term 
summertime Connecticut River water pathways: a third of the river water moves up estuary with 
bottom inflow, and the other third moves down estuary from surface. Winds over the LIS also 
have seasonal patterns (Figure 3.2, second and third panels). The prevailing winds are strong and 
more northwesterly in winter. The downwind flows are more laterally aligned than vertically 
layered under high winds (Whitney and Codiga 2011). Garvine (1974) did not observe any wind 
impacts on the spring river plume distribution. Unlike mild down-estuary wind straining 
occurring in narrow estuaries (Scully et al. 2005; Chen and Sanford 2009), the summer straining 
in the widen CLIS is more lateral caused by mild down-estuary winds, which enhances the 
exchange circulation (Jia and Whitney, 2019). Seasonal variations in freshwater pathways are 
described in detail by this study. 
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Previous drifter observations detected two-layer exchange flows in ELIS (Gross and 
Bumpus 1972; Paskausky and Murphy 1976; Paskausky 1977). The details of the current 
structure have been discovered more recently. The along-estuary exchange flow, modified by 
freshwater input and winds, is strong in summer and weak in winter (Codiga and Aurin 2007; 
Whitney and Codiga 2011; O'Donnell et al. 2014; Whitney et al. 2016). Although the current 
strength has seasonality, the largest surface subtidal outflow is always centered to the south, 
along the Long Island coast; the bottom inflow is below the outflow and outcrops on the north 
side. Note the Connecticut River, other small rivers, and major coastal watersheds all enter LIS 
across estuary at the opposite side of the buoyant surface outflow. Eventually, the fresher water 
moves through Block Island Sound (BIS) to the continental shelf. The combination of tidal-
induced headland eddy and buoyant outflow from LIS, generate a bulge at the mouth of BIS in 
spring and early summer (Edwards et al. 2004). Downshelf from the bulge is a bottom-advected 
coastal flow along the Long Island (Kirincich and Hebert 2005; Liu et al. 2016). Spring-neap 
tides manipulate downshelf transport of the outflow (Liu et al. 2017). Winds and ambient costal 
currents also impact the distribution of the outflow on the shelf (Mau et al. 2007). Winter up-
welling favorable winds drive the coastal currents along the Long Island, and the LIS outflow is 
weak or non-existent (Ullman and Codiga 2004). 
3.3 Methods 
a. Model configuration 
LIS hydrodynamics are simulated by applying the Regional Ocean Modeling System 
(ROMS). As in Jia and Whitney (2019), the model domain includes LIS and the adjacent 
continental shelf (Figure 3.1). The model grid is rotated 9.5º from true east to align the x 
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coordinate down estuary and y coordinate across estuary. The horizontal resolution in LIS is 500 
m, and there are 30 evenly distributed vertical sigma layers. Modified HYbrid Coordinate Ocean 
Model (HYCOM) subtidal variables (velocity, temperature, and salinity) and eight harmonic 
tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1 and Q1) from the TPXO global ocean tidal model 
(Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) are imposed at the open boundaries. Riverine waters are forced from 
the USGS daily river discharges, which are scaled up to include the ungauged area. Totally, there 
are 83 rivers and non-river coastal watersheds. Connecticut, Housatonic, Thames and Hudson 
Rivers, the 4 major rivers, enter from their head of tides. The modified North America Regional 
Reanalysis (NARR) supplies surface winds, humidity, air temperature, surface pressure, net 
shortwave radiation, and downward longwave radiation for ROMS to calculate surface 
momentum and heat fluxes. The model runs for 5 years (2011-2015) and is stabilized after 2 
years. Detailed model setup, boundary conditions, and surface forcing are included in Jia and 
Whitney (2019). 
In order to track the Connecticut River water, three seasonal dye pulses are released 
separately from the head of tide through the whole water column (Figure 3.2). They contain 
same amount of dye with unit concentration. The summer dye pulse is released for 2.7 days 
under low discharge condition starting on 11 August 2013. The winter dye pulse is released for 
2.2 days under moderate discharge and high wind conditions starting on 3 December 2013. The 
spring dye pulse is released over 1 M2 tidal cycle on 30 March 2014 under high discharge 
condition. With different discharges, the dye pule takes 1-10 days to reach the river mouth. 
Simultaneously, three seasonal 3D Lagrangian-drifter clusters are released within the 
pulse release period. Each cluster contains 1000 drifters. The drifters are evenly distributed 
through the water column. 
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The river water age is also simulated. The approach is similar to recent numerical studies 
(Shen and Wang 2007; Zhang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2019). Here the water age is considered as 
the time elapsed since the freshwater was released from the source. Technically, a pair of tracers 
are simulated simultaneously (Deleersnijder et al. 2001): a tracer of river water concentration, 
and a tracer of age concentration. Both tracers are released continuously since the start. The river 
water has unit concentration, and the initial age concentration is 0. 
b. Model performance 
Monthly water quality data, collected by the Connecticut Department of Energy and 
Environmental Protection (CT-DEEP), are used to evaluate the model performance in LIS. The 
along-estuary comparisons during 2013 show that (Figure 3.3), after a 2-yr spin up, the model 
well captures the spatial and temporal variations of the salinity and temperature. Both the haline 
and thermal stratification intensify at June in WLIS and CLIS. After October the stratification is 
broken/reduced due to strong wind mixing. In 2013-2014, the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of 
salinity and temperature is 0.47 and 2.3 °C, respectively. The temperature RMSE is mainly due 
to positive bias, but the gradient structures are clearly captured. 
c. Satellite-tracked surface drifters 
CODE/DAVIS type satellite-tracked surface drifters were deployed to track water 
movements in LIS. The drifter moves with the surface 1-m water and reports position with 0.5 hr 
interval. On 21 August 2013, 6 drifters were released in the Connecticut River plume. Details are 
included in Jia and Whitney (2019). On 8 August 2014, 3 pairs of drifters were released. One 
pair was near the river month in the plume, the other was at the plume nose, and the third pair 
was in the ambient water. On 13 September 2016, 3 drifters were released cross-Sound over 
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Mattituck Sill. One month later, 2 drifters were released west of the sill. On 12 April 2017, 
during high discharge condition, 9 drifters were released from the river month westward 
alongshore. Three were deployed in the plume, and the others were deployed in series of 
longshore salinity fronts farther west. All the deployments were from R/V Lowell Weicker. 
3.4 Results 
a. Residual currents 
Model results used to distinguish seasonal patterns are averaged over the first month after 
each dye pulse entered LIS. During summer, the Connecticut and Housatonic Rivers (and all 
other river inputs) are in their annual low discharge periods. The potential density anomaly fields 
(σθ) show (Figure 3.4) that both plumes only extend several km offshore from their river mouths. 
Overall, on the estuarine scale and away from the river plumes, density increases down estuary. 
Dense shelf water intrudes into ELIS through BIS, surrounding the Connecticut River plume. 
The dense water intrusion is stronger at bottom; it passes over the Mattituck Sill, spreads 
westward along the deep channel, and upwells at shallow areas in CLIS and WLIS. Meanwhile, 
the surface residual currents move along both coasts down estuary from WIS. In the wider CLIS, 
the northern coastal flow moves southward across estuary and merges with the southern branch 
west of the sill. 
In winter, the estuarine water is vertically mixed due to the intensified northwesterly 
winds. In WLIS and CLIS, flows move eastward along the shallow coasts; the return flow 
appears in the deep channel, which is consistent with Whitney and Codiga (2011) and the 
analytic estuarine wind-driven flow pattern (Csanady 1973; Winant 2004). In ELIS, the bottom 
intrusion retreats to the Sound mouth and no longer passes over the sill. The residual currents 
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over the sill are weaker than summertime. However, the two-layer exchange pattern still holds in 
ELIS and BIS. 
In spring, peak discharge allows the Connecticut and Housatonic Rivers to form 
pronounced river plumes. The Connecticut River plume extends more than 8-km offshore and 
about 20-km westward alongshore. Its eastern edge reaches 10-km to the Sound mouth. In CLIS 
a near steady dense water pool resides at the bottom with a corresponding surface cyclonic 
circulation mainly generated by thermal wind effect (Crowley 2005). In WLIS, surface water 
moves westward along the northern coast and returns along the southern coast. Bottom inflow in 
BIS reaches the annual maximum. On the shelf, the freshest estuarine outflow forms a large 
bulge with the strongest downshelf current (in the direction of Kelvin wave propagation) of the 
year. 
b. Seasonal dye pulses 
Three seasonal dye pulses are released separately from the Connecticut River to track the 
river water movements. Dye pulse concentrations averaged over the first mouth following the 
dye delivery to the Sound exhibit strong seasonal contrasts (Figure 3.5). 
The summertime pulse spreads both up- and down-estuary. Up estuary from ELIS the 
bottom dye concentration is more than double the surface concentration. The up-estuary route 
has two branches: one extends along the Mattituck Sill across estuary; the other, passing over the 
sill, spreads along the northern 26-m isobath westward and almost reaches the deep channel in 
WLIS. Less dye moves down estuary from ELIS, but the surface concentration is higher than the 
bottom. After crossing BIS, it moves down shelf.  
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The wintertime dye is well mixed in ELIS, with more dye moves southward across 
estuary than other seasons. The Mattituck Sill blocks the up-estuary intrusion, and the dye 
mainly spreads down estuary. The downshelf dye travels slower than summertime but has higher 
concentration. 
The spring dye pulse also spreads in both up- and down-estuary directions. However, the 
major portion moves up estuary alongshore from surface. Later on, it turns southwest along the 
26-m isobath in CLIS. Its surface leading edge travels up estuary alongshore into WLIS, but 
slower than the summer bottom intrusion. On the shelf, the dye within the downshelf buoyant 
outflow are closer to the coast, and has the highest concentration of all seasons. 
The along-estuary section views (Figure 3.1, S1-S9) reveal detailed structures on the dye 
pulse propagation (Figure 3.6). The section is picked along the summertime maximum dye 
concentration axis, which starts near the Sound head and extends to the shelf. The Mattituck Sill 
is located between S4 and S5. For all pulses, the maximum dye concentrations are found at 
surface of S5, where the Connecticut River enters from the north. In ELS the dye below 5 m is 
always well mixed, indicating strong tidal mixing. 
Summer results show that the dye pathway branch with the higher concentration intrudes 
up estuary with bottom dense water. Down estuary, the dye leaves LIS from surface with much 
lower concentration. In winter, winds largely reduce/destroy stratification. A lighter water 
occupies the sill, and farther up-estuary the density is almost homogeneous. Little dye passes 
over the sill; while in ELIS and BIS, the dye concentration peaks over the 3 seasons. The spring 
dye pulse moves up estuary on top of the bottom dense water in CLIS. The down-estuary surface 
branch is thicker and has higher concentration than in summer. 
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Three cross-estuary sections are selected to compare lateral variations of dye 
concentration, potential density anomaly, and along-estuary velocity (Figure 3.7). Sect-W and 
sect-C are the boundaries that separate WLIS, CLIS, and ELIS. Sect-E is located between the 
Connecticut River mouth and the Sound mouth (Figure 3.1). 
In summer at Sect-E, the annually strongest outflow is centered at the south surface, 
matching with observations (Codiga and Aurin 2007; O'Donnell et al 2014); the dye 
concentration has the largest vertical gradient between seasons. In winter, the exchange flow 
becomes the weakest, but the dye concentration is the highest. In spring, the top 2-m water is 
highly stratified; the surface outflow extends deeper than other times (> 20 m); beneath 2-m, the 
dye concentration is higher at the south than at the north, which is opposite to the summer. 
Stronger seasonality shows along sect-C. In summer, high concentration dye couples with dense 
inflow, which is centered at the northern bottom. Winter dye moves very slowly (0.01 m s₋1) up 
estuary from the middle section with the lowest concentration. The spring dye moves up estuary 
at the surface with the maximum concentration. At sect-W, the summer dye enters WLIS from 
the southern deep channel with the highest concentration. The spring dye enters WLIS mainly 
through the northern surface. However, its maximum concentration is halved compared to the 
summer value. Nearly no dye reaches section-W in wintertime. 
The above results show that within 1 month the seasonal dye pulses already have distinct 
distributions. Time series of dye storage reveal more details on the dye movement between 
regions over the seasonal scale (Figure 3.8). 
In ELIS, dye pulse storage keeps decreasing for all cases but with various rates. After 30 
days, more than 46% of the winter dye still remains in ELIS, which is higher than both the 
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summer (32%) and spring (18%) dye. In CLIS, the summer dye reaches the highest peak among 
cases (Table 3.1). The winter dye storage in CLIS never surpasses the summer one. The spring 
dye in CLIS peaks quicker than other seasons, and decreases quickly in the following summer. 
As WLIS is far away from the river mouth, dye peaks are greatly delayed. Overall, 41% of the 
summer dye moves west of the sill and stays longer in LIS than other dye. Winter dye is mainly 
stored in ELIS and BIS. Both the up- and down-estuary transport of spring dye peaks around 
30%. But the former pathway has a 3-week delay compared to the latter one. 
The continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) model is a common solution to quantify the 
river water retention and flushing time in a water body (Thomann and Mueller 1987; Monsen et 
al. 2002). It describes the process in an exponential decay function, assuming constant outflow 
rate. The corresponding flushing time is the e-folding time scale and indicates when only 37% of 
the tracer mass remains. However, the dye pulse storages in CLIS and WLIS do not fit into 
exponential decay, and the exchange flow has seasonality. For each pulse, the after-peak 
decrease could be divided into different stages of linear decrease: fast after spring and slow 
during winter, but the rate varies among pulses. Even though the decrease is not exponential, the 
flushing time can be calculated as the time to reach 37% of peak pulse dye mass in CLIS and 
WLIS. The summer pulse flushing time is 278 days, which is longer than both the winter (154 
days) and spring (128 days) pulses (Table 3.1). Note the winter pulse reaches the 37% storage 
nearly the same time as the spring pulse, which indicates the spring estuarine hydrodynamics 
highly impacts the winter river water circulation in the estuary. 
Though the pulses have different flushing time, their 1-yr retention rates are 
approximately 20% (Table 3.1). Hence, the annual scale is a better time range to evaluate the 
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river water transport. Note that the winter and spring pulse storages after 2014 are linearly 
interpolated based on winter 2014 data. 
c. Seasonal cluster of numerical drifters 
3D Lagrangian-drifter clusters are released from the Connecticut River simultaneously 
with each seasonal dye pulse (Figure 3.9). The up-estuary transported drifters aid in revealing 
river water down-estuary return pathways. Analysis of dye pulses for this purpose is not as useful 
because, after the dye pulse reaches the west end, the concentration contrast between the 
returning dye pulse and the ambient water (already dyed) is too low to tell any clear pathway. To 
better represent the seasonality, only the first 60 days of drifter movements are analyzed, though 
the drifters may spend longer times in LIS. 
In the first 60 days, 52%, 90%, and 76% of drifters stay only in ELIS before leaving the 
Sound in summer, winter, and spring, respectively. Correspondingly, 48%, 10%, and 24% of 
drifters moves up-estuary into CLIS and WLIS. The up-estuary drifter pathways show similar 
seasonal patterns as the dye pulses. The returns of the seasonal drifters share a common pathway: 
along the northern shore of the Long Island, especially in summer and spring. The spring paths 
are more compressed to the coast than the summer ones. 
d. Surface drifter observations 
Satellite-tracked surface drifters released during later summers and falls moved down-
estuary after the first several tidal cycles (Figure 3.10). The section of the mouth known as “The 
Race” (located southwest of the Fishers Island) is a primary drifter exit. Eventually, most of the 
drifters went across BIS and moved onto the continental shelf. The cross-BIS timing has greater 
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variations than in LIS. One reason is that winds have stronger impacts on drifter tracks in BIS 
and on the shelf than in LIS. 
Drifters released during spring 2017 peak discharge period (Figure 3.10, bottom panel) 
show strong up-estuary movements. Three drifters released in the river plume quickly went 
across estuary, then either grounded onshore or left LIS. The remaining drifters moved westward 
up estuary. Four reached the Sound head after 3 weeks. They then grounded along the northern 
shore of Long Island, right after they turned to moving in the down-estuary direction. During 
their up-estuary periods, those drifters were blocked by the Housatonic River plume for 2-3 days 
before enter WLIS. That caused one drifter grounded east of the Housatonic River mouth, and 2 
other drifters circled counterclockwise in CLIS. 
Multiyear surface drifter observations confirm the surface seasonal dye pulse pathways. 
Only under high discharge condition, such as spring peak, the Connecticut River water moves up 
estuary through surface. In summer and fall, the residual surface flow in ELIS is down-estuary. 
e. Continuous dye and the Connecticut River water age 
After the first year, the continuous dye storage shows consistent annual cycles, but with 
distinct regional signatures (Figure 3.2, fourth panel). In ELIS and BIS, the storages fluctuate 
around their 3-yr (2013-2015) average values (40% and 25%, respectively). Storage peaks occur 
in winter and spring. Especially, in 2014-2015, there were 2 peaks in both areas: a weak one in 
winter and a strong one in the following spring. The annual minimum storage occurs in later 
summer. Those variations follow the Connecticut River discharge. While in CLIS and WLIS, 
there is only a spring peak with smaller annual variation. The CLIS and WLIS peaks occur about 
10 and 90 days after the corresponding peak in ELIS, respectively. The missing winter peak 
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matches with the dye pulse storages and corresponds to great reduction of river water up-estuary 
transport in winter. 
The 3-yr average water age in WLIS, CLIS and ELIS is 289, 257 and 194 days, 
respectively (Figure 3.2, fifth panel). WLIS has an annual water age cycle with a 100-day 
amplitude. The youngest water age occurs within 1 month after the corresponding annual dye 
storage peak; after that the age linearly increases until spring. The WLIS age results indicate that 
the Connecticut River water cycles annually at the head of estuary. The water age in CLIS shows 
a similar pattern as in WLIS but with smaller variations. Since the river enters at ELIS, the 
annual water age has the least fluctuations, around 80 days. Peak discharges bring the water age 
down below 150 days in ELIS. The average water age in LIS is 238 days with a weaker 
amplitude compared to sub-regions. The water age in BIS has opposite phase to the 
corresponding dye storage. 
Spatially the 3-yr averaged surface water age (Figure 3.11, top left) increases from 90 
days at the Connecticut River mouth to 210 days at both the Sound mouth and the Mattituck Sill. 
Up-estuary through CLIS, the water age increases to 270 days. It is over 310 days at the Sound's 
head. In BIS, the water age sharply increases from 210 to 360 days across the estuarine outflow 
front into the shelf water. 
Up-estuary along the deep channel, the bottom water ages are younger than the surface 
water (Figure 3.11, top right). This age difference indicates that the impact of bottom up-estuary 
intrusion of younger river water is on an annual scale. In the northern ELIS the age differences 
are reversed, consistent with surface down-estuary flow of the river water. The bottom-to-surface 
water age contrast also follows the seasonal river water pathway alterations in the up-estuary 
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direction. In summer, young river water intrudes up-estuary along the deep channel. Strong wind 
mixing in winter largely reduces the vertical age difference. In spring, young river water moves 
up-estuary mainly through surface. Two younger bottom waters exist during this time: one is 
located alongshore east of the Housatonic River mouth where the Housatonic plume overtops the 
more mixed Connecticut River waters; the other is along the deep channel in WLIS, indicating 
new river water enters WLIS through bottom intrusion. 
Generally, the river water age in LIS has a multi-seasonal to annual scale with strong 
spatial and temporal variations. High-discharge river inflow decreases the overall water age in 
ELIS and resets the age in CLIS and WLIS in early summer. The bottom-to-surface age 
differences reveal similar seasonal river water pathway patterns as the dye pulses. 
f. Momentum diagnostics along sect-C 
Sect-C is divided into two equal length parts, the northern and southern halves. The 
section and depth averaged momentum diagnostics are analyzed (Figure 3.12). Because of the 
narrowing of the Sound, the up-estuary horizontal advection is the primary momentum term with 
little temporal variation. But other terms display obvious seasonal adjustments. 
In summer, the pressure gradient force (PGF) is the largest term balancing the horizontal 
advection at both sections. The corresponding barotropic and baroclinic PGF are against each 
other, and both dominate in the cross-estuary direction. The barotropic PGF at both sections are 
nearly identical. However, since the dense intrusion enters at the northern bottom, the northern 
section has a stronger baroclinic component. The surface and bottom stresses are down-estuary at 
both sections. Inter-seasonal comparison indicates that the bottom stress peaks at summertime, 
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implying the bottom intrusion peaks at summertime. The Coriolis accelerations indicate up-
estuary inflow at the northern side and down-estuary outflow at the southern side. 
In winter, the momentum diagnostics share more similarities between the two sections: 
the southeastward (down-estuary) surface wind stress intensifies and becomes the largest term 
balancing the up-estuary horizontal advection; the bottom stress is near zero. The baroclinic 
PGFs switch direction to the north compared to that in the summertime. Especially in the 
northern section, it also has a down-estuary component. This occurs because fresher water 
accumulates along the Connecticut shoreline and in ELIS. The Coriolis accelerations show a 
southward residual flow at the northern section, and there is nearly no along-estuary exchange 
flow exist at both sections. 
During spring, in the northern section, the cross-estuary component of both barotropic 
and baroclinic PGFs are opposite to those in the summertime. Due to the presence of the 
Connecticut River plume, the baroclinic PGF has dominant northward component, while the 
barotropic PFG is more southward. In addition, both PGFs have down-estuary components to 
balance the up-estuary horizontal advection. The strength of the Coriolis accelerations indicates 
the peak estuarine exchange flow throughout the year. 
3.5 Discussion 
a. The importance of the Connecticut River mouth position to LIS 
The model results display substantial seasonal variations of the Connecticut River water 
distribution in LIS and the adjacent waters. Dynamically the seasonality of the river discharge 
and winds play important roles on the pathway alterations. However, in other large estuaries, e.g. 
Chesapeake Bay (Li et al. 2005) and Delaware Bay (Galperin and Mellor 1990), those two 
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factors only impact the strength of exchange flows not the river water pathway directions. 
Actually, the river entering near the Sound mouth is a key geographic feature, which is a 
necessary condition for such pathway variations. The Connecticut River is not a unique case. For 
instance, entering from the east shore near the south end of Strait of Georgia, the summertime 
high discharge Fraser River water spreads cross-estuary and leaves the strait; while in winter the 
river water moves northward farther into the strait (Sutherland et al. 2011; Banas et al. 2015). 
Another example is the Amur River, which flows into the narrow north end of Sea of Japan from 
the west coast. During summer high discharge, its water moves northward into Sea of Okhotsk 
instead of circulating in Sea of Japan (Zhabin et al. 2010). 
b. Spring up-estuary transport of the river water 
Under spring peak discharge, a large portion of the river water propagates westward 
alongshore as a coastal buoyant current, which impacted by the Earth's rotation. Garvine (1995) 
suggested the Kelvin number 𝐾 =
𝐿
𝑐/𝑓
 to evaluate the Coriolis Effect on river plume dynamics, 
where L is the cross-estuary scale of the plume, 8 km, f is the Coriolis parameter, 10₋4 s₋1, 𝑐 =
 √
𝑔∆𝜌
𝜌
ℎ  is the internal wave phase speed, g is gravity acceleration, 9.8 m s₋2, Δρ is the density 
difference between the plume and estuarine water, 3 kg m₋3 , ρ is the density of estuarine water, 
1020.25 kg m₋3, h is the plume thickness, 5 m. Here K is 2.1, which implies the Earth's rotation 
has strong impact on the river water movement. Garvine (1995) also used a Froude number 𝐹 =
𝑢/𝑐 to normalize the ambient current (u) to c. The surface tidal currents in ELIS is over 1 m s₋1. 
Assume the current linearly decrease to bottom, and an average water depth of 25 m, then the 
current (u) at the plume base is 0.8 m s₋1, which gives F as 2.1. F > 1 suggests strong turbulent 
mixing. Consequently, the dye thickness in CLIS is tripled to the plume thickness in ELIS, and 
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the plume turns to bottom-advected instead of surface-advected (Yankovsky and Chapman 1997). 
After entering CLIS, a major part of the river water circulates counterclockwise with the thermal 
wind currents, which induced by the near-bottom cold dome (Crowley 2005). The cold (dense) 
dome also blocks bottom intrusion from ELIS. Similar density structure and flow pattern is 
observed in Ise Bay (Kasai et al. 2002). 
c. Wintertime reduction/shut-down of exchange between CLIS and ELIS 
The momentum analysis shows that over the sill region the winter down-estuary wind 
stress is mainly balanced by the up-estuary horizontal advection. This balance was first simulated 
by Whitney and Codiga (2011) under both homogeneous and stratified conditions. They also 
found that in the up-estuary region, where the horizontal advection is small, the wind stress is 
balanced by the barotropic PGF, which follows the previous theoretical analysis (Csanady 1973; 
Winant 2004): the barotropic PGF causes up-wind (here up-estuary) flow in deeper areas. 
However, on seasonal scale over the sill region, the highly tidal driven horizontal advection is 
dominant, and the up-wind barotropic PGF is weak. Consequently, the barotropic PGF induced 
bottom inflow is reduced or shut down. Wilson (1976) ignored the horizontal advection and 
found that the along-estuary momentum balance is between PGF and friction in LIS. In his 
results the density-driven circulation exists over the sill region in wintertime, though weaker than 
in other seasons. 
Furthermore, although Whitney and Codiga (2011) show that the along-estuary baroclinic 
PGF does not play a big role in the momentum balance over the sill during high wind conditions. 
Both their results and ours show that in the deeper waters immediately west of the sill the 
baroclinic PGF is down-estuary, which also inhibits the up-estuary bottom intrusion from ELIS. 
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The winter westerly wind events are in weather time scales (3~5 days). Between events, 
winds may be weak or reversed (e.g. during Nor'easters). Li et al. (2007) show that the large 
along-estuary density gradient drives rapid restratification and reestablishes the two-layer 
circulation after the wind induced destratification event. However, the along-estuary density 
gradient is largely reduced by wind-induced mixing in WLIS and CLIS, and even reversed in 
ELIS, which does not prepare the condition to rebuild the two-layer circulation. Similar 
processes were modeled in Tampa Bay (Weisberg and Zheng 2006), and upper and middle 
Chesapeake Bay (Guo and Valle-Levinson 2008). Further analysis (not show) indicates that, 
under easterly wind conditions, the barotropic PGF increases in the down-estuary direction, and 
the corresponding bottom flow is down-estuary in deep areas, which also prevents up-estuary 
transport of the river water. Under weak wind conditions (wind speed < 5 m), the momentum 
balance pattern is similar to that in the springtime, but with smaller exchange flows due to the 
weak cross-estuary density gradient. In addition, statistics of the NARR shows that the weak 
wind condition occupies less than 20% of the wintertime period in LIS. 
d. River water distribution in LIS: up-estuary transport and storage in ELIS 
Gay and O'Donnell (2009) based on Fischer et al. (1979) estimated that the “replacement 
time” scale (𝜏𝑟 =
0.4𝐿𝐸
2
𝐾𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙
) in CLIS and WLIS is 44 days, where LE, 90 km, is the basin segment 
length, KAxial, 853 m
2 s₋1, is their axial dispersion coefficient. That time scale describes the “time 
required for a slug of material initially concentrated at one end of a basin to reach an 
approximately uniform concentration throughout the basin” and can be compared to river dye 
tracer results. The simple estimation works reasonably well for spring and summer, as 
accordingly the spring and summer dye pulses take about 5 weeks to reach the west end. But a 
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single KAxial cannot reflect the along-estuary dispersion in winter, since the down-estuary winds 
nearly shutdown the up-estuary transport completely, and separates the estuarine circulation into 
two parts. 
In CLIS and WLIS, the continuous dye storage budget (Appendix 3) shows that the three 
dye pulses well represent each seasonal pattern, and cover the annual cycle without any gap. For 
summer, winter, and spring, 41%, 15%, and 28% of the river water is transported up-estuary, 
respectively, with an annual value of 25%. In ELIS, 22%, 22%, and 19% of the river water is 
stored locally during summer, winter, and spring (Appendix 3). The spring value is lower than 
others. Because the spring intense stratification prevents/reduces vertical mixing, causing more 
freshwater leaves ELIS from surface. Annually, 21% of the river water is stored in ELIS. Overall, 
the dye storage analysis, which includes necessary hydrodynamic processes, suggests 46% of the 
river water circulates in the whole LIS annually, the rest 54% directly leaves directly. 
Climate change may result in less up-estuary transport of the river water on an annual 
basis. Climate warming in New England impacts the Connecticut River discharge. During the 
second half of 20th century, snowfall significantly decreased with increased rainfall (Huntington 
et al. 2004). The timing of spring high river flows has advanced by 1-2 weeks (Hodgkins et al. 
2003). If those situations continue, more river water will enter LIS in winter but less in spring. 
Consequently, less freshwater will circulate up estuary since 13% less of the river water moves 
up-estuary in winter than in spring. In addition, extreme weather events, e.g. Hurricane Irene 
(Whitney et al 2014), may bring more river water up-estuary in short period (2-3 days). 
The longtime averaged continuous dye (river water) storage (Vr) in CLIS and WLIS, and 
ELIS are 3.2×109 m3, and 2.2×109 m3, respectively. The averaged river discharge (D) is 560 m3 
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s₋1. Suppose the river water in those regions renew annually (T = 1 yr), the corresponding 
fraction of the river water circulate in up-estuary and ELIS would be 18% and 13%, which is 
calculated as 
𝑉𝑟
𝑇∗𝐷
× 100%. These estimations are largely controlled by the volume of the study 
regions, but do not include much physical processes (e.g. exchange flow). That is why they are 
much lower than the hybrid pulse-continuous dye approach (Appendix 3). 
Deignan-Schmidt and Whitney (2018) calculated the median residence time of the 
Connecticut River water in LIS is 79 days during summer 2013, which indicates a faster summer 
water refresh rate. That is because the estimate assumes100% river water circulates in LIS. Gay 
and O'Donnell (2004) proposed an exchange coefficient function only using the freshwater 
discharge to evaluate the strength of residual flow in the Sound mouth. However, the function 
does not capture the lag between peak runoff and the ELIS intense stratification. A possible 
reason is that the function does not include the up-estuary transport/recirculate of the river water. 
e. River water age 
River discharge, wind, density-driven circulation, and the geometry of the Sound impact 
the modeled Connecticut River water age. Which has a wide range from less than 90 days at the 
river mouth to more than 300 days at the head of estuary. Conceptually, if a river mouth is 
closely located to the estuarine mouth, the portion of young river water in the outflow would be 
higher; the up-estuary water age would be higher (Takeoka 1984). This study quantitatively 
shows that the river water refreshes the head of the Sound once a year. Water age in other large 
estuaries have been studied. In the Chesapeake Bay, which has the main river enters from the 
head, the water age monotonically increases toward the bay mouth (Shen and Wang 2007). The 
Seto Inland Sea is a complex coastal water body compared to typical estuaries. The water age of 
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the Yodo River varies from 97 to 450 days (Wang et al. 2019). In that case, the ambient estuarine 
circulation has more control on the water age than the river discharge.  
The returning aged river water with shelf inflow increases the water age in BIS, 
especially during summer low discharge condition. As older river water accumulates in the 
nearby shelf, the water age peaks in BIS increases yearly. Similar processes have been modeled 
by Liu et al. (2012) and Wang et al. (2019). In contrast, river water age is much lower in 
estuaries and shelf waters without complex circulation/recirculation. For instance, even with 
seasonal variation the Hudson River water age in New York Bight and the nearby shelf is lower 
than 80 days (Zhang et al. 2010); the water age in the lower Columbia River estuary is only 1-3 
days (Kärnä and Baptista 2016). 
f. River water circulation in WLIS 
On annual scale, 9% of the Connecticut River water circulates in WLIS, in which the 
spring water occupies 48% (Appendix 3). In contrast, the Housatonic River mean discharge is 17% 
to the Connecticut River mean discharge in the model. Hence, the Connecticut River contributes 
a comparable amount of water involved in the WLIS circulation. The spring pulse storage peaks 
in summer (72 days after release), and the corresponding flushing time lasts for 165 days (Table 
1), including the typical hypoxia period (July and August, Latimer et al. 2014). Furthermore, for 
the summer and winter dye pulses, despite their peak storages and flushing times are different in 
WLIS, both take ~340 days to end the flushing period. Also, both pulses have 1-yr retention rate 
of ~20%. Overall, the dye analysis and the river water age indicate an annual scale refresh in 
WLIS, and the springtime riverine water plays the most important role impacts circulation and 
water quality.   
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3.6 Conclusions 
The Connecticut River, as the primary freshwater source of LIS, enters near the Sound's 
mouth. This special geographical position and seasonal variations of the river discharge and wind 
stress cause distinct seasonal patterns of the river water pathways. By applying numerical 
simulation with dye pulses, continuous dye, and an age tracer, the river water pathways, and the 
corresponding time scales are detected. The surface pathways are also confirmed by surface 
drifter observations. 
Figure 3.13 shows a schematic of the river water pathways. The direct down-estuary 
pathway from ELIS to the open shelf exists all year long. However, the up-estuary pathway has 
distinct seasonal patterns. 
In summer, 41% of the low discharged river water is first mixed to deep depth in ELIS by 
tides. In one month, it intrudes up-estuary with the bottom inflow along the deep channel into 
CLIS and WLIS. Two more months later, after upwelling and mixing with surface fresher water, 
it returns down-estuary along the Long Island coast. This pathway couples with the estuarine 
exchange circulation. 
When westerly winds intensify in late fall and winter, the river water mainly spreads 
down-estuary after being well mixed in ELIS; the up-estuary transport is nearly shut down. The 
along-estuary momentum diagnostic shows that wind stress and horizontal advection (tidal-
driven) are the two major terms balanced over the sill region; the PGFs is too weak to generate 
up-estuary flow. Only 15% of the winter river water is transported up-estuary, but this occurs in 
spring. 
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The up-estuary exchange is reopened in spring. 28% of the high discharged river water 
moves up-estuary alongshore as a coastal buoyant current. A part of the river water, after 
reaching the Sound's head in two months, returns along the Long Island coast; the other part 
moves cross-estuary with the surface cyclonic circulation in CLIS; a small portion enters WLIS 
with the dense bottom intrusion, after being mix into deep layer in CLIS. The spring up-estuary 
circulation removes the old river water from previous summer. 
Annually, 25% of the river water moves up-estuary to CLIS and WLIS with 1-yr 
retention rate of 20%; 21% circulates in ELIS; and the rest 54% directly leaves LIS. 
As the Connecticut River enters near the Sound mouth with complex circulation up-
estuary, the 3-yr averaged river water age in LIS is 238 days. Spatially the water age increases 
up-estuary, from 194 days in ELIS to 257 days in CLIS, and 289 days in WLIS. That also 
indicates that the river water in up-estuary is refreshed roughly in annual frequency. Temporally 
the water age displays distinct seasonal patterns, and the surface to bottom age differences reveal 
similar seasonal river water pathways to the dye pulse simulations. 
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Table list 
Table 3.1 Percentage of seasonal dye pulse peak storage, peak time, 1-yr retention rate (denoted 
r.r.) after peak, and flushing time after peak in ELIS, CLIS, WLIS, BIS, and CLIS+WLIS, 
respectively. 
Region Summer pulse Winter pulse Spring pulse 
peak 
storage 
(%) 
peak 
time 
(days) 
1-yr 
r. r. 
(%) 
flushing 
time 
(days) 
peak 
storage 
(%) 
peak 
time 
(days) 
1-yr 
r. r. 
(%) 
flushing 
time 
(days) 
peak 
storage 
(%) 
peak 
time 
(days) 
1-yr 
r. r. 
(%) 
flushing 
time 
(days) 
ELIS 100 4 4 22 100 3 2 35 98 2 2 10 
CLIS 29 40 15 256 11 90 19 147 22 13 15 104 
WLIS 16 100 19 243 6 147 18 201 10 72 13 165 
BIS 15 21 10 62 39 24 2 46 30 10 2 25 
CLIS+WLIS 41 47 20 278 15 119 20 154 29 30 17 128 
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Figure list 
 
Figure 3.1 Bathymetry of the Long Island Sound (LIS) region (colored). The gray contour is the 
26-m isobath showing Mattituck Sill (M.S.). Red lines are cross-/along-estuary sections. Sect-W 
and sect-C divide LIS into WLIS, CLIS, and ELIS. HS, CT, and TH denote Housatonic, 
Connecticut, and Thames Rivers, respectively. The black circle denotes Fishers Island. The inset 
(top left) shows bathymetry of the whole model domain. 
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Figure 3.2 From top to bottom, time series of river discharges (black up-arrows denote the 
release times of summer (Sm), winter (W), and spring (Sp) dye pulses from the Connecticut 
River), NARR u and v wind stresses, the Connecticut River continuous dye volume in different 
regions, and the corresponding water ages. 
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Figure 3.3 Along-estuary comparison of modeled (left) salinity (colored) and temperature 
(magenta contours, 1 °C interval) to observations (right) in 2013. 
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Figure 3.4 Monthly averaged surface (left) and bottom (right) σθ (colored) and velocity (black 
arrows) after the summer (top), winter (middle), and spring (bottom) dye pulses entering LIS. 
The gray contour is the 26-m isobath. 
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Figure 3.5 As Figure 3.4 but for dye concentration (in log10 scale). 
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Figure 3.6 Along-estuary section (marked in Figure 3.1, S1-S9) view of monthly averaged dye 
concentration (colored, in log10 scale) and σθ (black contours, 0.25 kg m-3 interval) for summer 
(top), winter (middle), and spring (bottom). 
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Figure 3.7 Cross-estuary section (marked in Fig. 1) view of monthly averaged dye concentration 
(colored, in log10 scale), σθ (black contours, with 0.25 kg m-3 interval), and along-estuary 
velocity (gray contours, solid/dashed are down/up estuary, with 0.03 m s-1 interval, expect the 
winter up-estuary flow marked with -0.01 m s-1, thick line is 0 m s-1) for summer (top), winter 
(middle), and spring (bottom). 
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Figure 3.8 Time series of seasonal pulsed dye storage in ELIS (top left), CLIS (top right), BIS 
(bottom left), and WLIS (bottom right). Black thin lines mark the 30th day after each release. 
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Figure 3.9 Numbers of occurrences that drifters pass through a model grid cell in the first 60 
days after releasing, for summer (top panels), winter (middle panels), and spring (bottom panels) 
cluster at different areas. The percentage is the portion of drifter cluster enters ELIS (left column) 
or CLIS and WLIS (middle column) during the corresponding period. Red line denotes the 
boundary of ELIS and CLIS. 
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Figure 3.10 Satellite-tracked surface drifter pathways. Asterisk denote drifter release locations, 
times are the release dates. 
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Figure 3.11 Plan view of Connecticut River water age at surface (left), and bottom to surface 
water age differences (right) averaged over 3-yr (2013-2015, first panel) or monthly with the 
corresponding seasonal pulse distribution period (from second to fourth panel are summer, 
winter, and spring, respectively). The gray contour is the 26-m isobath. 
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Figure 3.12 Section and monthly averaged momentum terms for the northern (top panels) and 
southern (bottom panels) part of sect-C: cor is the Coriolis acceleration, hadv is horizontal 
advection, btp is the barotropic PGF, bclc is the baroclinic PGF, prs is the total PGF, bstr is 
bottom stress, and sstr is surface stress. Local acceleration is not shown since it is small. The u- 
and v-momentum axes are aligned with the along- and cross-estuary directions. From left to right 
panels show summer, winter, and spring, respectively. 
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Figure 3.13 Schematic of the seasonal Connecticut River water pathways. 
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Chapter 4. The Seasonal Pathways of Housatonic River Water in Long Island Sound 
4.1 Introduction 
The Housatonic River is the second largest freshwater source to Long Island Sound (LIS), 
after the Connecticut River. It enters from the north coast in the central Sound, where the estuary 
width is over 30 km. Previous Chapter shows that the seasonality of river discharge and winds 
highly control the Connecticut River water pathways and impact the estuarine exchange flows. It 
is anticipated that the Housatonic River water has corresponding patterns that interact with 
different seasonal flow structures.  
Similar to the Connecticut River, the Housatonic River also has two annual high 
discharge periods (Figure 3.2): a spring snowmelt peak discharge, but shorter than the 
Connecticut because of the smaller watershed area; a secondary peak due to frequent winter 
storms. The Housatonic average discharge is 110 m3 s–1, which is less than 20% of the 
Connecticut average discharge. However, the previous Chapter shows that annually about 21% 
of the Connecticut water moves into the central and western Sound, and only about 9% circulates 
in the western Sound. Hence, the Housatonic River may have the same order of influence as the 
Connecticut River on hydrodynamics in the central and western Sound. 
The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the seasonal pathways of Housatonic River 
water, and explain the corresponding driving mechanisms. After a brief description of model 
setup, the seasonal flow pattern, spatial distribution of Housatonic River water age, and 
associated momentum diagnostics are presented in the results section, following with discussion 
and summary. 
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4.2 Model setup 
The same general simulation results from Chapter 2 are used, e.g. 3D velocity and 
density anomaly fields. In order to track the Housatonic River water movement and obtain the 
corresponding time scales, water age is analyzed. Similar to the Connecticut River water age 
tracer, a continuous dye and an age concentration dye are released from the Housatonic River 
tidal head during the entire modeling period. The 2013-2015 results are used for analysis, at 
which time the age tracer is stabilized. 
4.3 Results 
The modeled currents, density anomaly (σθ), and Housatonic River water age are 
seasonally averaged covering 2013-2015. Three seasons are picked according to the flow 
patterns: spring, summer and winter. The duration of each season is determined by the 
Housatonic River discharges and winds. Generally, spring season coincides with spring peak 
discharge; winter season covers the energetic westerly wind period; and the summer season is in 
between. 
a. Seasonal hydrodynamics in central and western LIS 
Under spring high discharge conditions, the Housatonic River plume is pronounced 
(Figure 4.1, top). A round bulge forms at the river mouth with strong surface residual currents; 
light waters spread westward alongshore down the bulge. A strong down-estuary current flows 
along the north shore of Long Island (the opposite side from the river input). A counterclockwise 
circulation occupies the central Sound west of the Housatonic plume. Bottom up-estuary inflow 
is weaker in the central Sound than over the Mattituck Sill and in the deep channel of the western 
Sound; waters move onshore in shallow regions. 
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In summer (Figure 4.1, middle), the density difference between the Housatonic plume 
and ambient water is smaller due to the river discharge reduction. Away from the plume, 
circulations are relatively simple: surface outflow and bottom inflow, which fits with the classic 
density-driven two-layer estuarine circulation pattern. Some detailed flow structures are 
described below. Strong surface outflow along the Long Island shoreline that is enhanced in the 
central Sound by flows joined from the north. The strongest seasonal bottom inflow intrudes 
with dense water from the eastern Sound over the sill. The dense intrusion is strong enough to 
show at the surface of northeast corner of the central Sound. 
Winter northwest prevailing winds break the stratification and well mix water in the 
central and western Sound (Figure 4.1, bottom). Flow patterns have strong signatures of wind-
driven: shallow water down-wind (down-estuary) and deep water up-wind (up-estuary). The 
strongest currents occur east of the Housatonic River mouth along the northern shoreline concur 
with a band of lighter water. 
b. Seasonal patterns of the surface Housatonic River water age and water pathways 
The spatial distributions of Housatonic River water age have distinct seasonality (Figure 
4.2), which coincide with the seasonal flow patterns and reveal the river water pathways. During 
spring, the high volume of new riverine waters reduces the water age down to the annual 
minimum (lower than 60 days) in the plume bulge at the river mouth. Young water moves in two 
directions away from the bulge: up-estuary alongshore with the coastal buoyant flow; cross-
estuary southward, then down-estuary with the outflow along the Long Island coast. During 
summer low discharge conditions, the young water is restricted in a smaller plume bulge. Water 
age in the central and western Sound are increased, especially the western part. This indicates a 
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large reduction of the alongshore up-estuary river water transport. However, the southeastward 
extension of the relatively younger water from the bulge implies that the cross-estuary transport 
still exists. In wintertime, the young water spreads eastward alongshore from the river mouth, 
driven by the dominant westerly winds. Water age in the south half of the Sound keep increasing. 
Overall, the Housatonic River water pathways in spring follows river plume dynamics; in winter, 
it is wind-driven. However, the mechanism for the summertime pathways still needs to be 
addressed. 
c. Section views of summertime flows and density anomaly structures 
Up-estuary from the Housatonic River mouth along Sect-W, the cross-estuary section 
views (Figure 4.3, up left) show that the bottom inflow moves up-estuary along the deep channel 
and the down-estuary outflow moves through top 10-m and the shallow coastal regions, with a 
strong branch close to the southern surface. Correspondingly, the isopycnals tilt up northward at 
the south half of the section, but flatten to the north. Flow moves northward from the deep 
channel beneath 10-m and centered at 20-m. Reverse flows move southward at top 10-m. 
Down-estuary from the river mouth along Sect-E, the cross-estuary section views (Figure 
4.3, up right) show that the down-estuary flow is strengthened at the south surface, the maximum 
speed is double to that at Sect-W. The inflow is centered at the deep channel, but extends nearly 
to the surface in the middle section. North of the channel, flows move onshore at low layer and 
return through the surface, which are similar to Sect-W. Current structures in spring at this 
section are similar to the summertime (not show), but with slightly weaker along-estuary 
exchange flow and stronger surface southward flow. 
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Along the deep channel (Figure 4.3, Sect-S), the two-layer along-estuary exchange flow 
pattern is clear. In western Sound where the channel getting shallower (-73.3~-73.2 °W, where 
Sect-W is located), the bottom inflow and dense water intrusion are nearly stopped, but the 
northward cross-estuary flow is strong and centered at 20-m depth. The other middle layer with 
strong northward flow is located -73.1~-73 °W, east of the Stratford Shoal, where Sect-E is 
located. 
Overall, the general residual currents indicate that in summertime the density-driven 
estuarine exchange is enhanced. The bottom inflow stops at the end of the deep channel, 
intensifies cross-estuary exchange with the northern coast. 
d. Momentum diagnostics of the summertime upper layer water 
Two areas are picked to analyze the near-surface momentum balance of the upper layer 
water in order to find out the mechanisms driving the Housatonic River water pathways switch 
between spring and summer. Area-W is at the north end of Sect-W, and Area-E is in the middle 
of Sect-E. The momentum terms are averaged through the upper layer water, which is the top 1/3 
and 1/5 of the water column for Area-W and Area-E, respectively. The local acceleration is 
balanced by all other terms, and it is negligible in the seasonal averages. 
In Area-W during springtime (Fig 4.4, upper left), the pressure gradient force (PGF) is 
the leading term, which can be decomposed into barotropic and baroclinic parts. The barotropic 
PGF is against the baroclinic one, with stronger magnitude. In cross-estuary direction, PGF 
points southward, and balances with horizontal advection, Coriolis acceleration, and friction. In 
the along-estuary direction, horizontal advection is mainly balanced by friction. Note the strength 
of horizontal advection is weaker in summer (Fig 4.4, lower left), but the direction does not 
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change. That suggests tidal advection contributes a large part to the total horizontal advection. In 
summer, both barotropic and baroclinic PGF reduce, and the barotropic part has greater 
reduction. The Coriolis acceleration switch sign in the cross-estuary direction to complete 
balance. Correspondingly, the near-surface flow turns from moving up-estuary westward to 
moving down-estuary eastward. 
The near-surface momentum balance in Area-E has smaller variations between spring 
and summer (Fig 4.4, right column). Generally, the Coriolis acceleration balances with friction, 
and the horizontal advection balances with PGF. Barotropic PGF is the primary component to 
the total PGF, and stronger during springtime. The overall momentum balance keeps the residual 
current flow southward across estuary. Notice the Coriolis acceleration is a leading term, which 
indicates the near-surface currents are already strong in the upstream areas. 
4.4 Discussion and summary 
The blocking of summertime up-estuary Housatonic River water transport is caused by 
the estuarine scale surface down-estuary flow. Observations during summer 1988 (Vieira 2000) 
show that the topography shallowing in the western Sound redirects the bottom inflow northward. 
Monthly averaged velocity from a transect near Sect-W show similar along-estuary velocity 
structure to the model results: bottom inflow at the deep channel; surface outflow along both 
coasts, but strengthened to the south flank. During three multi-day surveys in summer 1995, 
O'Donnell and Bohlen (2003) also observed predominantly northward flow at the northern half 
of a cross-estuary section close to Sect-W. Six-week current meter records show that the residual 
flow moves northward and eastward at 5-m depth north of the deep channel; the along-estuary 
residual flow is largely controlled by spring-neap tides. A satellite image (Figure 4.5) captured 
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strong cross-estuary expansion of the Housatonic plume on 16 August 2017. It was after a rain 
event, but the river discharge was less than 15 m3 s–1, and winds were mild and from west. So, 
the expansion was not caused by the plume itself or wind-driven, it was more likely driven by 
ambient currents. 
In the typical concept of the density-driven estuary circulation (Geyer and MacCready 
2014), the barotropic and baroclinic forcing are along-estuary. However, momentum diagnostics 
show that the PFG is more transverse dominant in western Sound, which the Coriolis 
acceleration is highly involved in. In Area-W, the strength of the southward barotropic PFG is 
reduced in summer compared to springtime, which may link to the summer intensified northward 
flow. 
Fribance et al. (2013) first documented the summertime momentum balance at the west 
end of LIS based on field observations. They found that, in the along-estuary direction, the 
bottom stress, baroclinic PGF, Coriolis force, and horizontal advection are down-estuary with 
similar magnitude (10-6 ms-2), and they are balanced by the barotropic PGF. Their horizontal 
advection (6×10-7 ms-2) is one order of magnitude smaller than the numerical simulation (5×10-6 
ms-2) from Hao (2008) which is close to the east of their sampling stations. Our horizontal 
advection results in Area-W (2~3×10-6 ms-2) are close to Hao’s. The possible reason is that both 
Hao’s and our sections are located over sharp topographic shoaling, while the survey stations of 
Fribance et al. are located at shallower but smoother places, which experience smaller horizontal 
advections. Since the horizontal advection is an important term in our analysis, and it is highly 
variable with location, further measurements and analysis are necessary to better understand this 
process in the Sound. 
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Fujiwara et al. (1997) found that upwelling waters at the estuary head due to topography 
lift causes surface divergence; if the estuary is wider than the Rossby internal deformation radius, 
which allows the Coriolis Effects to take place, an anticyclonic circulation will be generated in 
addition to the classic two-layer circulation. That anticyclonic circulation can block the 
downshelf propagation (as Kelvin wave) of small river plume, which have been observed in 
Osaka Bay and Tokyo Bay. The upper layer currents in the northern half of Sect-W show a 
similar anticyclonic flow pattern. 
In the central Sound, where Area-E is located, the estuary width is over 30 km. The 
southward across estuary surface transport persists through spring and summer. Momentum 
analysis show that the Coriolis acceleration can have a strong impact. Valle-Levinson (2008) 
studied the estuary width impact on density-driven exchange flow with Kelvin number (K) 
(Garvine 1995; Chapter 2 & 3) through a 2D analytical model. In the model, the cross-estuary 
surface elevation decays exponentially, with distance normalized to the internal Rossby radius. 
With Ekman number set to 0.1, in wider estuary, K >> 1, surface flow moves southward; but 
when K ≤ 1, flows move northward. Which suggests wider estuaries allow Coriolis acceleration 
to adjust residual flows. However, notice the modeled barotropic PGF is southward, which is 
opposite to Valle-Levinson’s setting. Furthermore, the diagnostics indicate the Coriolis 
acceleration is a leading term in Area-E, which suggests an “inertia-like currents” condition. 
The seasonal Housatonic River water pathways are captured by applying river water age 
simulation. The positioning of the river and the wide estuary allow the river waters spread with 
high spatial variations, which makes it possible to use river water age to track the water 
movement. In spring, the river water moves up-estuary alongshore as a coastal buoyant flow into 
the western Sound; meanwhile, as the plume expends across estuary, part of the river water 
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merges with the down-estuary flow along the Long Island. In summer, the surface down-estuary 
flow blocks up-estuary transport; the river water moves first cross-estuary, then down-estuary. In 
winter, strong westerly winds drive the river water eastward alongshore. Generally, the 
springtime Housatonic River water largely participates estuarine exchange in the western Sound. 
This study improves the understanding of freshwater movement in the central and western Sound, 
which may guide studies and managements of summertime hypoxia in the western Sound. 
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Figure list 
 
Figure 4.1 Three-year (2013-2015) seasonal averaged surface (left) and bottom (right) potential 
density (σθ) (colored) and velocity (black arrows) for spring (top), summer (middle), and winter 
(bottom). The gray contour is the 26-m isobath.  
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Figure 4.2 Three-year seasonal averaged Housatonic River water age (colored) at surface for 
spring (top), summer (middle), and winter (bottom). Black dashed lines denote sections used in 
Figure 4.3. Black and magenta rectangles marks Area-W and Area-E, respectively, which are 
used in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.3 Cross-/along-estuary section views of cross-estuary velocity (colored), along-estuary 
velocity (black contours, solid/dashed are down/up estuary, 0.02 m s-1 interval, thick line is 0 m 
s-1), and σθ (gray contours, with 0.25 kg m-3 interval) for Sect-W (upper left), Sect-E (upper 
right), and Sect-S (bottom), respectively. Section locations are marked in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.4 Long-term seasonal and area averaged momentum terms for Area-W (left column) 
and Area-E (right column): cor is the Coriolis acceleration, hadv is horizontal advection, vvisc is 
friction, vadv is vertical advection, prs is the total PGF, bt is the barotropic PGF, and bc is the 
baroclinic PGF. Local acceleration is not shown since it is small. The u- and v-momentum axes 
are aligned with the along- and cross-estuary directions. The top panel is springtime and the 
bottom panel is summertime. 
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Figure 4.5 Satellite image from SENTINEL-2 on 16 August 2017 over Long Island Sound. True 
color image, Gain value is 3.1, and red color range is 0-0.358. Black curve marks the boundary 
of Housatonic River plume. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 
The seasonality of the river water pathways in LIS are illustrated by employing numerical 
simulations with dye pulses, continuous dye, an age tracer, and numerical drifters; the relative 
time scales are also revealed. The largest river input of LIS, the Connecticut River is sited at the 
north shore close to the Sound mouth, which makes the river water have the potential to move 
both up- and down-estuary. The seasonal variations of the river inputs and winds impact the 
estuarine circulation including the river water distribution. A persistent down-estuary pathway 
directly delivers 54% of the river water from ELIS to the continental shelf through BIS when 
averaged over a year. Overall, 25% of the annual river water moves up-estuary to CLIS and 
WLIS with 1-yr retention rate of 20%, and 21% circulates in ELIS. 
During spring high discharge conditions, 28% of the river water moves up-estuary 
alongshore as a buoyant flow. In two months, part of the river water reaches the Sound's head. 
Later on, it returns down-estuary along the Long Island coast. The other part mainly circulates 
cyclonically in CLIS. A small portion enters WLIS with the dense bottom inflow, after mixing 
with the cold pool water in CLIS. The spring water freshens the Sound on annual scale. The 
residual water from last summer is exported as the spring water stimulates estuarine exchange in 
up-estuary regions. 
In summer, when the river discharge is low, 41% of the river water is still transported up-
estuary but with the bottom intrusion. Spring-neap tides modulate exchange over the Mattituck 
Sill. The river water is imported westward after neap tides. Then in one month, it moves along 
the deep channel in CLIS and WLIS. Two months later, it upwells and mixes with fresher water, 
and returns down-estuary along the Long Island coast. 
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Strong westerly winds in late fall and winter well mix the river water in ELIS. Most of 
the river water moves down-estuary; the up-estuary exchange is largely reduced. Only 15% of 
the winter river water is transported up-estuary, but the exchange mainly occurs until spring. 
Along-estuary momentum diagnostics shows that the wind stress and horizontal advection 
(tidally-driven) are the two major terms balancing over the sill region, which is different from the 
classic wind-driven momentum balance; the pressure gradient forces are too weak to generate 
up-estuary flow at this time and location.  
Satellite-tracked surface drifters released through multiple seasons confirmed the 
seasonality of the surface water pathways. Under high discharge conditions, the river waters 
move up-estuary through surface; travel down-estuary in the other periods. 
The long-term averaged Connecticut River water age in LIS is 238 days, caused by the 
complex river water up-estuary circulation. The water age increases from 194 days in ELIS to 
257 days in CLIS, and 289 days in WLIS. The seasonal surface to bottom age differences reveal 
similar seasonal river water pathways to the dye pulse simulations. 
The summer mild-wind impacts on the river water distribution are investigated under 
three wind forcing scenarios. The Coupled case with high spatially varied WRF winds, the No-
Wind case with no wind stress, and the NARR case with relatively spatial uniform winds. The 
Wedderburn number and a new analogous dimensionless number (Wgeo) appropriate for wide 
estuaries with a quasi-geostrophic cross-estuary balance suggest the mild summer winds have 
secondary impacts in LIS. Without winds, the up-estuary river water transport is delayed by 
about five tidal cycles; and the cross-shelf river water delivery decreases by about 78%.  
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The mild down-estuary NARR winds cause lateral straining, which alters the position and 
enhances the strength of the exchange flow in CLIS. Although the slightly energetic WRF winds 
weaken the lateral straining, the additional northern cross-estuary winds strengthen the exchange 
flow. Both the lateral straining and cross-estuary winds-driven exchange flow enhancement 
mechanisms can be applied to other wide estuaries. 
Computationally, the high spatial varied Coupled case is about ten times more expensive 
than the low-resolution NARR case. However, the Coupled case better captures the spatial 
variations of the drifter tracks and brings more detailed density structures on the shelf, where the 
tidal impacts decrease. However, those improvements through coupling do not change the basic 
hydrodynamics. The NARR case offers similar level of performance on modeling the estuarine 
circulation in LIS. 
The Housatonic River, as the second largest freshwater source, enters from the northern 
shore of the central Sound. The seasonal river water pathways are described through water age 
distribution. In spring, the river water moves up-estuary alongshore with coastal buoyant currents. 
In summer, the surface down-estuary flows in the western Sound block the up-estuary river 
water transport; the river water moves southward cross-estuary from the river mouth, then moves 
down estuary. In winter, the prevailing westerly winds drive the river water eastward down-
estuary alongshore. 
Due to the topographic shoaling, the horizontal advection becomes one of the leading 
terms driving the momentum balance in the western Sound, which largely impacts the 
summertime local residual circulation. This study shows that the horizontal advection term plays 
important role on momentum balance at both the western and eastern Sound (where the Sound 
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experiences sharp flow area changes). However, this term has been neglected for a long time 
either due to mathematical complexity in theoretical study or hard to measure due to its high 
dependency on location. Further numerical and observational studies are needed to better 
understand the role of horizontal advection on estuarine circulation. 
The major findings not only add knowledge about the hydrodynamics in LIS, but can 
guide studies on biogeochemistry, pollution mixing and transport, and ecosystem dynamics in 
the Sound. Especially, freshwater with nutrients and riverine pollutions from the Connecticut and 
Housatonic Rivers are delivered into western Sound mainly through the spring high discharges. 
This process may tightly relate to the summer hypoxia in western Sound. Furthermore, the 
seasonality of river water pathways may occur in other estuaries with similar river positioning. 
Other estuaries, e.g. large estuary with low river inputs, may also have river water from previous 
seasons re-involved in the estuarine circulation. 
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Appendix 1. The modeled temperature bias and its possible reasons  
A two-year (2012-2013) comparison of the model results to the Connecticut DEEP 
surveys along the Sound’s deep channel show that the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of 
temperature is about 2.3 °C, which is largely due to bias. The model results used in this study are 
warmer than the observations.  
The surface air temperature from NARR is warmer than the buoy observation from the 
Sound during wintertime (Figure A1.1). The NARR air temperature is always above 0 °C. But 
the buoy data indicate temperatures below 0 °C. In order to improve the temperature simulation, 
the NARR air temperature is replaced by reconstructed data, which is based on the buoy 
observations. By filling gaps from nearby buoys, a group of 5-year time series of air temperature 
data is obtained. Then signal periods shorter than 20 days are filtered by using a fast Fourier 
transform, to obtain new reconstructed air temperature. 
An ideal ‘swimming pool’ ROMS model is setup to quickly test different options to 
reduce the temperature bias. The ideal model has 7x7 horizontal grids, and vertically 30 layers 
with 25 m uniform depth. All boundaries are closed. Surface heat flux and wind stress are 
applied to the surface. The initial temperature is 4 °C. Model runs span 5 years. 
The results (Figure A1.2) show that with the original NARR air temperature the model 
cannot capture the winter cool down of the surface water. But both 3-hr buoy air temperature or 
19-day filtered reconstructed buoy air temperature well capture the winter cool down. The real 
LIS model in this study uses the latter option. 
Only modifying the air temperature does not improve the simulation of overheating 
during summertime. Using relative humidity calculated from the buoy data instead of the original 
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NARR relative humidity brings the summertime temperature down 0.5 °C (Figure A1.2). That is 
because the Sound surface is drier than the NARR data, which causes more heat to be 
transported into the air through latent heat flux. 
Reducing the NARR net shortwave radiation to 85% brings the summertime high 
temperature down ~1.5 °C, but does not lower the wintertime temperature too much (Figure 
A1.2). This option is the best way to decrease the summertime surface water temperature. Slater 
(2016) found that NARR tends to overestimate the summertime surface shortwave radiation in 
North America during 2000-2010. Comparison of the downward shortwave radiation from the 
NARR data and observation from Millstone, CT show that the 5-year (2011-2015) average value 
are nearly identical (~ 331 W m-2), but the observation data have more interannual variability. 
The above results indicate that the upward shortwave radiation in the NARR data may be under 
estimated. 
Overall, due to NARR’s relative coarse horizontal resolution, it could not well capture 
the temperature and humidity variations in the coastal region, such as LIS, where the weather 
systems from land have strong impacts. Buoy data or other observations can be a good resource 
to fill this gap. 
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Figure list 
 
Figure A1.1 Surface air temperature from buoy (gray), NARR (red), and reconstructed buoy 
data (black) from year 2011 to 2015. 
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Figure A1.2 Surface water temperature from buoy observations (gray), LIS model results used 
in this study, forced by original NARR (red), reconstructed NARR data with 3-hr buoy air 
temperature and relative humidity (blue), reconstructed buoy air temperature only (black), and 85% 
net shortwave radiation with reconstructed buoy air temperature forcing (magenta), from year 
2011 to 2015. 
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Appendix 2. The Rotational Solution of Surface Wind-Driven Velocity with Rectangular 
Cross-Estuary Section 
Winant (2004) described the rotational solution of the wind-driven flow in an elongated 
basin.  The dimensionless 3D current, which is scaled by 
|τ|𝐻
𝜌𝐾
, is 
𝑉 = 𝑡𝑠
sinh[𝛼(𝑧+ℎ)]
𝛼 cosh(𝛼ℎ)
−
𝑁
𝛼2
[1 −
cosh(𝛼𝑧)
cosh(𝛼ℎ)
]                                                                        (A2.1), 
where 𝑡𝑠 = 𝑡𝑠
𝑥 + 𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝑦
is the wind stress in complex plane, 𝛼 = √
𝑖𝑓𝐻2
𝐾
, H is the maximum depth, N 
is the sea level gradient, and h is the normalized water depth.  
The vertically integrated transport is ∫ 𝑉𝑑𝑧
0
−ℎ
= 𝑡𝑠ℎ
2 cosh(αh)−1
(𝛼ℎ)2 cosh(𝛼ℎ)
+ 𝑁ℎ3
tanh(𝛼ℎ)−𝛼ℎ
(𝛼ℎ)3
 
(A2.2) 
If the cross-estuary section is rectangular, the water depth is constant (ℎ = 1). For steady-
state, ∫ 𝑉𝑑𝑧
0
−ℎ
= 0 holds everywhere along the cross section, giving 
𝑁 = −𝑡𝑠𝛼
cosh(αh)−1
cosh(𝛼ℎ)
1
tanh(𝛼ℎ)−𝛼ℎ
. 
Eliminating N in (A2.1), gives 
𝑉 = 𝑡𝑠 {
sinh[𝛼(𝑧+ℎ)]
𝛼 cosh(𝛼ℎ)
+
1
𝛼
1
tanh(𝛼ℎ)−𝛼ℎ
[1 −
1
cosh(𝛼ℎ)
] [1 −
cosh(𝛼𝑧)
cosh(𝛼ℎ)
]}                             (A2.3) 
Then, the dimensional surface wind driven velocity is 
𝑢𝑤 + 𝑖𝑣𝑤 =
(𝜏𝑥+𝑖𝜏𝑦)𝐻
𝜌𝐾
{
sinh(𝛼)
𝛼 cosh(𝛼)
+
1
𝛼
1
tanh(𝛼)−𝛼
[1 −
1
cosh(𝛼)
]
2
}                                     (A2.4) 
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For  the along-estuary flow 𝑢𝑤 =
(𝑎𝜏𝑥−𝑏𝜏𝑦)𝐻
𝜌𝐾
, where 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖 = {
sinh(𝛼)
𝛼 cosh(𝛼)
+
1
𝛼
1
tanh(𝛼)−𝛼
[1 −
1
cosh(𝛼)
]
2
}. If f = 10–4 s–1, H is 28 m, for the Coupled and NARR cases, K are 
0.006 m2 s–1 and 0.004 m2 s–1, respectively. The corresponding a + bi is 0.02 − 0.08𝑖and 0.17 −
0.09𝑖. The solution also holds for the non-rotational condition, which gives a = 0.25 and b = 0. 
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Appendix 3. Hybrid pulse-continuous dye approach for river water budgets 
The amount of the river water tracked by a continuous dye in a study area at a certain 
starting time is DyeCono. After a given period, it becomes DyeConn. Simultaneously, if a dye 
pulse has already spread in and around the study area, the local dye pulse storage reduction can 
reflect the reduction of the continuous dye through estuarine exchange. DyePulo and DyePule are 
the corresponding amount of dye pulse at the start and end of the period, 𝐹𝑟𝑐𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒 =
𝐷𝑦𝑒𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑒
𝐷𝑦𝑒𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑜
 
gives the remaining fraction of the dye pulse at the end of the period. Concurrently, the river 
source delivers a prescribed amount of new continuous dye DyeConr, some of which may reach 
the study area. Assume each seasonal dye pulse could represent all the new riverine water in 
each corresponding season. 𝐹𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 =
𝐷𝑦𝑒𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
𝐷𝑦𝑒𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑟
, is the fraction of the peak storage 
(DyePulpeak) of each seasonal pulse (DyePulr) that could be transported into the study area. Then, 
equation A1 gives the estimation of DyeConn 
DyeConn = DyeConoFrcpulse + DyeConrFrcseasonal                                         (A3.1) 
here DyeConn is made up of two portions: the some of the existing continuous dye at the start of 
a period (DyeCono), its decay is evaluated by the decay of the existing dye pulse (Frcpulse); and 
newly added riverine water from the total discharge (DyeConr), which the fraction (Frcseasonal) is 
provided from corresponding seasonal dye pulse data. 
Eq. (A3.1) is evaluated over 5 seasons starting from winter 2013 (Table A3.1) in CLIS 
and WLIS. Frcpulse is calculated based on the summer dye pulse, since more of it has entered the 
study area and covers the longest modeling period. Frcseasonal are 41%, 15%, and 28% for summer, 
winter, and spring pulses, respectively (Table 3.1). Each summer period begins right after the 
continuous dye reaches peak storage in the study area; each winter and spring period begins after 
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the summer and winter low storage of the continuous dye in ELIS, respectively. This hybrid 
pulse-continuous dye approach works well, with accuracy greater than 98% (Table A3.1). Which 
means each Frcseasonal well represents its seasonal pattern. Applying the corresponding Frcseasonal 
to longtime river discharge, both the 2013 and 3-yr average (2013-2015) data show that annually 
25% of the river water is transported up-estuary to CLIS and WLIS. Similar approach working 
on WLIS gives an annual value of 9%. 
Ideally, Eq. (A3.1) should also work in ELIS. However, since the river directly enters 
ELIS, it is hard to specify Frcseasonal with dye pulse data. But if assume the budget stands, then 
Frcseasonal can be calculated as 
Frcseasonal =
DyeConn−DyeConoFrcpulse
DyeConr
                                                                       (A3.2) 
where, Frcseasonal is the portion of new riverine water circulates in ELIS. Because after 2 
seasons the summer pulse storage is low (< 5%) with weak variations, hence the estimation of 
Frcpulse is based on each previous season's dye pulse. For instance, the Frcpulse in spring 2014 is 
based on the winter 2013 dye pulse performance at the same period. The total estimation covers 
~3 years from winter 2012 to summer 2015 (Table A3.2). The dye pulse data are applied 
correspondingly to seasonal periods when without immediate dye pulse data. On average 22%, 
22%, and 19% of the river water stays in ELIS during summer, winter, and spring respectively. 
The annual average value is 21%. 
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Table list 
Table A3.1 Comparison of the estimated and modeled continuous dye (DyeConn) at the end of 
each period in CLIS and WLIS. DyeCono is the amount of the continuous dye at the beginning of 
each period, Frcpulse is the remaining fraction of the summer dye pulse, DyeConr is the amount of 
new riverine continuous dye, and Frcseasonal is the peak percentage of each seasonal pulse stored 
in the study area. 
Period 
(modeling days) 
DyeCono 
(109 m3) 
Frcpulse  
(%) 
DyeConr 
(109 m3) 
Frcseasonal  
(%) 
Estimated 
DyeConn (109 m3) 
DyeConn 
(109 m3) 
Winter 2013 (1000-1185) 2.91 71 7.39 15 3.17 3.15 
Spring 2014 (1186-1260) 3.14 64 8.09 28 4.27 4.17 
Summer 2014 (1261-1360) 4.16 44 3.31 41 3.19 3.19 
Winter 2014 (1361-1530) 3.16 73 7.22 15 3.39 3.38 
Spring 2015 (1531-1600) 3.38 67 5.32 28 3.75 3.82 
Table A3.2 Estimation of the peak percentage of the seasonal riverine water (Frcseasonal) 
circulates in ELIS. DyeCono and DyeConn are the corresponding amount of continuous dye at 
the start and end of each period, Frcpulse is the remaining fraction of the previous seasonal dye 
pulse, and DyeConr is the amount of new riverine continuous dye. 
Period  
(modeling days) 
DyeConn 
(109 m3) 
DyeCono 
(109 m3) 
Frcpulse  
(%) 
DyeConr 
(109 m3) 
Frcseasonal  
(%) 
Winter 2012 (625-819) 2.20 1.25 39 8.18 21 
Spring 2013 (820-915) 2.37 2.22 40 8.17 18 
Summer 2013 (916-999) 1.82 2.36 48 3.25 21 
Winter 2013 (1000-1170) 2.29 1.81 37 6.64 24 
Spring 2014 (1171-1260) 2.37 2.27 39 8.85 17 
Summer 2014 (1261-1360) 1.65 2.39 42 3.31 20 
Winter 2014 (1361-1530) 2.12 1.66 37 7.22 21 
Spring 2015 (1531-1650) 2.47 2.11 32 7.88 23 
Summer 2015 (1651-1729) 1.57 2.46 48 1.59 24 
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